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VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY GORE-TEX

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-90960      Price XXX

277 Black/Charcoal

5348 Antique pink/Grape

RADIANT R GTX
With a sleek design, the highest warmth and 360° reflectivity, Radiant R 
GTX is the ultimate kids boot for safe and comfortable feet during the dark 

winter months.

This unique winter boot is made from durable and supportive materials that 
stand up to everyday active use and feature a long-lasting reflective coating. 
An additional reflective pattern, inspired by the stars at night, wraps around the 
boot for total visibility from every direction. Warm and comfortable feet in snowy 
conditions are ensured by a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane 
and premium insulation. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard.
The boot is also equipped with EVA for cushioning and a rubber sole with great 
grip and durability, no matter the activity level. Radiant R GTX is all about safety, 
comfort and a great look - something both parents and kids will love. The shoes 

is washable at 30 degrees, but we don’t recommend softener.

The ultimate kids boot. 360° reflectivity 
with waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX 

membrane.

NEWS



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDS GORE-TEXGORE-TEX

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-91450     Price XXX

2 Black

53 Antiquerose

HILMA GTX
For parents looking for a dependable winter boot and kids who delight in 

that little bit extra, meet Hilma GTX, the practical boot with flare.

While kids will undoubtedly be drawn to the glittery side panels and plush faux fur 
at the top, parents will appreciate the abrasion resistant upper, for example, that’s 
equipped with tough reinforcements to last and high-vis reflective details to be 
seen. They might also recognize the market leading waterproof and breathable 
membrane label of GORE-TEX, and know their kid’s feet will stay comfortable and 
dry. Finally, the long-lasting rubber outsole sporting grippy treads will reassure 
them that their kid’s feet will stay firmly planted on slippery winter streets and 

playgrounds.

Viking’s new addition in the winter 
collection - practical with double velcro

and elegant with glitter.

NEWS



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDS GORE-TEXGORE-TEX

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-90935      Price XXX
5 Navy

62 Plum

277 Black/charcoal

SPRO GTX
Spro GTX is an all-round winter performer with a long lasting construction 

built to handle rain, snow and slush. 

The boot is made from reinforced synthetic materials that are resistant to scratches 
and scuffs, while offering good support. An insulated inner liner keeps feet warm 
and the Nordic last has space for little toes to move. A GORE-TEX membrane 
provides 100% waterproofness and breathability. A mudguard increases durability 
and toe reinforcements protect the feet when highly active. Reflectors on the front 
and back illuminate at night and the colorful rubber sole gives great traction when 
needed. A sporty style with toned down autumn colors, Spro GTX is a boot that 

parents and kids can agree on.

Classic double velcro winter boots 
with reflective elements that is 

perfect for cold days.



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY GORE-TEX

Highly reflective slip-on GORE-TEX winter 
boots easy in and out for kids on a hurry.

VERGLAS R GTX
Winter certainly comes with its share of challenges – help your child 

overcome them with the perfect winter boot. 

Take the challenge of being seen during the dark months, meet with Verglas R 
GTX 360° of reflective details. Or how about foot comfort when the temperature 
drops or when faced with snow, mud and slush?  A cozy insulated liner together 
with a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane will keep little toes toasty 
and dry. Then there’s the challenge of simply getting in and out the door, where 
a slip-on design with cool, adjustable Velcro straps is sure to make Verglas R 

GTX a favorite for kids and parents alike. 

Size range 20-33      Art.no.: 3-91455      Price XXX

4577 Iceblue/Charcoal

7702 Charcoal/Black

8277 Peach/Charcoal

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY

2  Black 5 Navy

5 Navy

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-90030     Price XXX

MONTEBELLO GTX
Montebello GTX is a warm, supportive and urban inspired kid’s winter boot. 
Inside is a soft and insulative liner that keeps small feet feeling comfortable, 

no matter the weather or conditions.

Montebello GTX also features a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane 
that ensure dry feet. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard. 
A kids specific last gives plenty of support and an inside zipper combined with 
traditional laces makes getting in and out easy. The rubber sole ensures great 
grip and durability. Standout looks make Montebello GTX a favorite this fall and 
winter. The shoe is washable at 30 degrees, we recommend not to use softener.

94 Dusty Pink

Warm easy adjustable urban winter 
boots with a zip on the inside.

VIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEXVIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEX



VIKING AW21

Size range 20-33      Art.no.: 3-90965    Price XXX

HASLUM GTX
With a Scandinavian design and a warm, high cut, Haslum GTX is ready for chilly 

days and jumping in piles of snow.

This modern boot with sporty pop colors is made from durable, micro suede that gives 
an exclusive appearance. Inside, there is a warm, high loft liner and a GORE-TEX 
membrane that is 100% waterproof. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 
standard.It slips on easily and fits snugly with elastic laces and a toggle. A mudguard 
increases durability and toe reinforcements protect the feet when highly active. Reflectors 
on the front and back illuminate at night and the colorful rubber sole gives great traction 

when needed. The shoe is washable at 30°, but we do not recommend softener.

277 Black/Charcoal

2 Black

5 Navy

5 Navy

6239 Plum/Dark Pink

6209 Plum/pink

High warm GORE-TEX winter boot
perfect for playing in piles of snow. 

Size range 20-33      Art.no.: 3-90070    Price XXX

OKSVAL GTX
Oksval GTX is a warm, slip-on boot for kids that is built for playing in cold 

temperatures and deep snow.

Colorful and sporty, Oksval GTX is made from durable ripstop nylon with a 
GORE-TEX membrane that is 100 % waterproof and breathable. The GORE-
TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard. The insole is made from highly 
insulating 3M™ Thinsulate that boost even more warmth. Elastic laces are 
easy to tighten with gloves on and the snow-lock, prevents cold and unpleasant 
surprises. For grip, Viking’s natural rubber outsoles with a high traction lug pattern 
do their job well and stand the test of time. Pull them on, tighten them up and 
let kids go anywhere on cold and snowy days. The shoe is washable at 30°, we 

recommend not to use softner.

VIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEXVIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEX



TOASTY І І GTX
Maximum warmth for all-out fun, the Toasty II GTX is a proven winter boot 
that keeps children dry and comfortable on cold, damp and snowy days. 

Made from durable, yet lightweight, water-resistant synthetic material, the boot 
stands up well to a child’s energetic ways. The high cut is combined with a velcro 
closure to keep little feet supported and make taking on and off a breeze. On the 
inside, a GORE-TEX insulated membrane and technical lining combine excellent 
warmth and waterproof protection. Non-slip rubber soles provide great traction.

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-87060     Price XXX

277 Black/Charcoal 573 Navy/Cement 2437 Huntinggreen/Olive 4140 Wine/Burgundy

Extra durable classic winter boot with double 
velcro. Perfect for cold, damp and snowy days 

in kindergarten.

VIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEXVIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEX



VIKING AW21

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-89330     Price XXXSize range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-90075      Price XXX

DENNIS GTX

SOPHIE R GTX

Urban elegant GORE-TEX winter 
shoes with 360˚ reflectivity.

Dennis GTX is a lightweight and durable winter boot built to keep active kids 
playing outside longer by keeping feet warm, comfortable and looking great.

This modern styled boot with double velcro adjustment straps is made from extra 
durable materials with a seamless construction over the foot to reduce pressure 
points. A mudguard provides some extra support and a 100% waterproof and 
breathable GORE-TEX membrane ensures dry feet regardless of the conditions. 
The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard. Feet stay warm on the 
coldest days due to a highly insulating lining as well as a fit that allows room for the 
toes to move. The boot is also equipped with EVA for cushioning and a rubber sole 
with great grip and durability, no matter the activity level. For ultimate wintertime 
fun and mobility, Dennis GTX is a reliable choice. The shoes is washable at 30°, 

but we don’t recommend to use softener.

Smart and functional, with a feminine look and feel, Sophie R GTX
is a warm winter boot.

Perfect for kindergarten and everyday activities, this boot is made from durable 
materials with a fun, quilted look and a soft teddy lining that provides warmth and 
comfort. In wet and changing conditions, a waterproof and breathable GORE-
TEX membrane ensures that feet stay dry. For a secure and supportive fit with a 
narrower last and space for the toes to move. Underneath, EVA gives cushioning 
and a rubber sole delivers great grip and durability, no matter the activity level. 
Sophie R GTX is a modern and feel-good boot that kids will always want to wear.

5 Navy

94 Dusty pink

Urban GORE-TEX winter shoes. 
Perfect to keep warm and look great 

in winter.

VIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEXVIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEX



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

Size range 20-33       Art.no.: 3-87025      Price XXX

PLAY І І R GTX
Bring on the cold and snow – Play II R GTX is a kid’s winter boot designed for 

big smiles and lots of fun on winter days.

The durable and warm boot has a mid-cut design that provides little feet with plenty of 
coverage and support. It also has reflective details everywhere for maximum visibility 
in the dark. A GORE-TEX membrane is 100% waterproof and highly breathable for 
high activity levels. The insulated liner keeps toes from getting cold and dual Velcro 
adjustment straps are both child and parent friendly. For the best grip, on snowy, wet 
or dry surfaces, Play ІІ R GTX features Viking’s natural rubber outsoles with a high 
traction lug pattern. As its name suggest, Play ІІ R GTX keeps kids happily outside, 

cold, snow or shine.

24 Huntinggreen

2702 Reflective/Black577 Navy/Charcoal

94 Dusty Pink

Our warmest GORE-TEX shoes with 360˚ 
reflectivity. Perfect for active kids who love 

playing outside at any time



VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Size range 20-29       Art.no.: 3-91005      Price XXX

VANG GTX
Get everything your kid needs in an urban waterproof winter shoe this year

and at a great value.

The upper, featuring twin Velcro fasteners for quick ins and outs, is made of abrasion 
resistant synthetic material that is also equipped with durable reinforcements, 
making these shoes built to last. On the inside, a breathable and waterproof 
GORE-TEX membrane ensures feet stay dry and comfortable no matter what 
moisture conditions they encounter. Below, cushioning EVA inserts will help lighten 
each step, while a tough rubber outsole provides long-lasting grip on slippery 

surfaces on the playground and street.

62 Plum

37 Olive

2 Black

What you need of a winter GORE-TEX 
boot at a great value.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
JUNIOR COLLECTION

VIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEXVIKING AW21  KIDS GORE-TEX

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

WATERPROOF
KIDS AUTUMN / WINTER 2021



Size range 20-35       Art.no.: 3-90655      Price XXX

ESTHER WP
With its faux-fur collar, Esther WP is an elegant waterproof and warm mid 

cut sneakers for your young children.

Esther WP has a double velcro closure system which makes getting in and out 
easy even for the youngest ones. Esther WP features a fully waterproof and 
warm membrane, so feet stay dry and warm anytime. The shoe comes also with 
an outsole made of 100% rubber which gives a good grip to this urban sneaker.

Waterproof and warm sneaker.
Basic for the little one in jeans or skirt.

2 Black

94 Dusty Pink

VIKING AW21 KIDSVIKING AW21 KIDS WATERPROOF WATERPROOF

NEWS



VIKING AW21 KIDSVIKING AW21 KIDS WATERPROOF WATERPROOF

Size range 20-35       Art.no.: 3-90625      Price XXXSize range 20-35       Art.no.: 3-90665      Price XXX

ELSA WP ELINA WP

With premium materials, high warmth and waterproof comfort, Elsa WP is 
a boot that is much more than good looks. Made from high quality leather 
with a quilted texture and design details, the boots are perfect for school 

and the city.

They come with a soft and fuzzy lining that boosts warmth on cold days and also 
feature a fully waterproof membrane, so feet stay dry, no matter the weather or 
conditions. Regular laces and metal eyelets allow for easy tightening to find the 
right fit. The boot is also built on Viking’s kid’s specific last, which provides good 
support for active kids and also comes with a outsole that is made from 100% 
rubber. Elsa WP is a great choice for cute, yet functional footwear. The shoe can 

be hand washed.

For kids wanting fashion, and parents wanting function, Elina WP is a casual 
and warm slip on boot that has both. The boot has a mid-high length and 

is made from premium leather, which resists scratches and scuff.

An easy to operate zipper on the side makes getting in and out easy. For all day 
warmth and comfort, there is a soft and fuzzy insulated lining as well as a fully 
waterproof membrane that keeps feet dry in wet conditions. Built on Viking’s kid’s 
specific last, the boot provides good support for active kids and also comes with 
a high traction outsole that is made from extra isolating EVA. Elina WP comes 
complete with a fun and feminine print, for a boot that is at home both at school 
and in the city. The shoe has a temperature-regulating insole that provides even 

better insulation and warmth in the boot.

Warm and waterproof suede winter 
boots. Elegant anytime and functional 

zipper for an easy use

Casual slip on winter boots made of 
durable suede. Perfect for kids who 
want fashion and for parents who 

require function.

2 Black 2 Black62 Plum 53 Antiquerose



Size range 20-30       Art.no.: 3-90600      Price XXX

LUKAS WP
Lukas WP is a casual, mid-high urban boot with premium materials and 

plenty of comfort for colder days at school or in the city.

The boot comes with a soft, insulated lining that boosts warmth on cold days.
For wet or snowy conditions, there is a fully waterproof membrane, so small feet 
stay dry and warm. Regular laces allow for easy tightening and Viking’s kid’s 
specific last provides good support for every activity level. When slippery surfaces 
appear, the high traction outsole made from 100% rubber ensures good grip. For 

every day, urban adventures, Lukas WP fits right in.

VIKING AW21 KIDS WATERPROOF

203 Black/Grey 570 Navy/Honey 6124 Khaki/Hunting green

A comfortable, warm and waterproof 
urban winter shoe.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
JUNIOR COLLECTION

VIKING AW21 KIDS WATERPROOF



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDS

Size range 20-35     Art.no.: 3-91600      Price XXX

HOSTON R WP
Keep your kid warm, dry and visible this winter with Hoston R WP.

Sporting a clean and cozy look, this mid-cut slip on boot features a waterproof 
membrane and soft insulated lining that will protect young feet from wet and cold 
conditions typical to the season. But it’s when the sun goes down that this unique 
boot truly shines, literally. That’s because the entire textile upper is made of a 
high-res reflective material, making sure kids are seen on dark winter streets. 
Below, a comfortable kids specific last is supported by a grippy rubber sole which 

will keep feet firmly set in all sorts of urban winter surface conditions.

2 Black

24 Huntinggreen

94 Dusty Pink

WATERPROOF

NEWS

WATERPROOF

360˚ reflective and waterproof slip 
on boots. Safety and style first!



Size range 20-29       Art.no.: 3-91000      Price XXX

TRETTEN WP
Get everything your kid needs in an urban waterproof winter shoe this 

year - and at a great value. 

The upper, featuring twin Velcro fasteners for quick ins and outs, is made of abrasion 
resistant synthetic material that is also equipped with durable reinforcements, 
making these shoes built to last. On the inside, a waterproof membrane ensures 
feet stay warm and comfortable no matter what moisture conditions they encounter. 
Below, cushioning EVA inserts will help lighten each step, while a tough rubber 
outsole provides long-lasting grip on slippery surfaces on the playground and street.

VIKING AW21 KIDS WATERPROOF

What you need of a winter waterproof
boot for great value.

5 Navy 53 Antiquerose

VIKING AW21 KIDS WATERPROOF

2 Black

NEWS ALSO AVAILABLE IN
JUNIOR COLLECTION



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

SLIPPERS
KIDS AUTUMN / WINTER 2021



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21

MIME

7 Bordeaux3 Grey

Size range 18-30       Art.no.: 3-50670      Price XXX

Mime is a cute indoor slipper for kids and a must-have for 
kindergarten this fall or winter.

It is made from warm wool that is naturally antibacterial and odor-free. Inside is a 
soft and fuzzy inner lining for maximum comfort. An adjustable strap with a buckle 
gives a snug fit for all types of feet and a non-marking rubber outsole provides 
good traction on all types of surfaces. This slipper can gently be washed by hand. 

NJORD

3 Grey 5 Navy

Size range 18-30       Art.no.: 3-50660      Price XXX

Njord is a warm and sleek looking slipper for little feet needing 
some extra comfort and protection indoors, both in the 

kindergarden or at home or in the cabin.

The slipper features a soft, wool outer construction and a soft and moisture 
wicking insulation lining. The fit is snug for good support and a large Velcro strap 
lets you adjust the fit. For good traction there is a non-marking rubber outsole, 
which makes Njord perfect for kindergarten – or just playing around the house. 

This slipper can gently be washed by hand. 

REFLECTIVITYKIDSREFLECTIVITYKIDS



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSSLIPPERS

Size range 18-30      Art.no.: 3-50665      Price XXX

Frigge is a sleek looking slipper for little feet needing some 
extra comfort and protection indoors.

The slipper features a soft and smooth outer construction made from suede 
leather for extra durability as well as a soft and insulated inner lining. The fit is 
snug for good support and a large velcro strap lets you adjust the fit. For good 
traction there is a non-marking rubber outsole, which makes Frigge perfect for 

kindergarten – or just around the house. 

FRIGGE 5 Navy

21 Violet

12 Camel

SLIPPERS

Size range 18-30       Art.no.: 3-50667      Price XXX

HNOSS
Want a shoe with Viking function and quality, for indoor use? 

This is your kindergarden essential! 

Abrasion resistant toe cap and heel reinforsetment, it is made for indoor use 
but with same quality material we use on our outdoor shoes! Why? Because we 
know that kindergarden is one of the thoughest environments on earth! Hnoss 
is a slipper that gives kids plenty of comfort and grip. The slipper is made from 
soft and smooth materials that stand the test of time. For good traction there 
is a non-marking rubber outsole, which is perfect for all types of active indoor 

play. The slipper can gently be washed by hand. 

47 Bluegreen 94 Dusty Pink 505 Navy/navy



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

RUBBER BOOT
KIDS AUTUMN / WINTER 2021



Size range 20-35       Art.no.: 1-12340      Price XXX

Indie Thermo Wool is a modern classic with its clean lines and
sophisticated styling.

It has warm lining for cold days to keep small feet dry and comfortable. Like all 
other Viking rubber boots, this boot is handmade with natural rubber. The boot 
has a temperature-regulating insole that provides even better insulation and 
warmth in the boot It is removable, and can be taken out to dry. This boot is PVC 

free and handmade.

INDIE THERMO 
WOOL

2 Black 37 Olive 82 Peach

Warm sophisticated rubber boots 
with snow and rain locks.

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS

Size range 19-30       Art.no.: 1-12300      Price XXX

Easy to get on and comfortable to wear, Indie Alv Thermo Wool is a low 
shaft, insulated rubber boot that is great for cold and wet days.

The boot has a temperature-regulating insole that provides even better insulation 
and warmth in the boot. The gusset with laces can be closed to prevent any rain 
from getting in. Alv has a normal fit last and the entire boot is handmade from 
natural rubber, which is elastic, durable and waterproof. The sole is non-marking 
and the inner sole is removable for easy drying. Alv is a cute kids rubber boot that 

will come in handy all the time. This boot is PVC free and handmade.

INDIE ALV
THERMO WOOL

9498 Dusty Pink/Light pink64 Dark Green503 Navy/Grey

Warm sophisticated low rubber boots 
with snow and rain locks. Perfect for 

the small feet.

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS



Our “Best in test Jolly” is winterized with 
a warm lining and a snow lock. Fits all 

kids who love to play in the rain.

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS

Jolly Thermo takes the popular features of the Jolly boot and adds some 
serious cold weather protection. The boot has a retro design with modern 
details and a reinforced toecap. For wet and cold weather, a warm lining 

keeps feet and kids happy.

The boot has a temperature-regulating insole that provides even better insulation 
and warmth in the boot. An adjustable cuff helps prevent rain and debris from 
getting inside. The style has normal fitting and the entire boot is made from 
natural rubber, which is elastic, durable and waterproof. All Viking rubber boots 
are handmade, and in natural rubber. A removable insole for easy drying makes 

Jolly Thermo a winner on cold wet days. The boot is PVC free and vegan.

JOLLY THERMO

Size range 21-38       Art.no.: 1-12310      Price XXX

3437 Huntinggreen/Olive

43 Mustard

5339 Gammel Rosa/Dark Pink

503 Navy/Grey

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS



Size range 21-38       Art.no.: 1-12320      Price XXX

Jolly Thermo Print is a highly functional winter rubber boot with a nice 
hybrid design that gives kids maximum comfort.

The boot features a shell made from 3-layer natural rubber that is waterproof, 
highly durable and supportive. Inside, the boot is lined with 5mm neoprene that 
extends above the shell to form the shaft of the boot. Neoprene provides warmth 
and waterproof protection. Extra protection in the toe area increases durability 
and pull loops on each boot make them easy to put on. The rubber outsole with 
deep lugs provides great grip on all surfaces. Fun pop colors stand out on cold, 

grey days and reflective details keep kids highly visible in the dark.

JOLLY THERMO
PRINT

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS

Our «Best in test Jolly» with great prints.

591 Navy/Dark Grey5 Navy 9466 Dusty pink/Cream7 Bordeaux

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

JOLLY

13 Yellow3531 Blue/Orange 5 Navy2141 Violet/Wine

Jolly our “Best In Test” winning boot for several years. A retro boot updated 
with modern details and a reinforced toe cap is a winner in kindergarten. 

A comfortable last secures happy feet - and again happy kids! The style has normal 
fitting and the entire boot is made of natural rubber which is elastic, resistant and 
waterproof. The inner sole is removable for easy drying. The inside is covered 

with a quick drying synthetic textile. 

Size range 21-38       Art.no.: 1-12150       Price XXX

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS



RUBBER BOOTS

909 Pink/Pink

4 Green 13 Yellow

5 Navy

Size range 19-30        Art.no.: 1-16000      Price XXX 

Easy to get on and comfortable  to wear. Alv is a low shaft rubber boot 
that is great for wet and rainy days.

The gusset with a strap can be closed to prevent any rain from getting in.
Alv has a normal fit last and the entire boot is made from natural rubber, which 
is elastic, durable and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the inner sole 
is removable for easy drying. Alv is a cute kids rubber boot that will come in 

handy all the time.

ALV

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS

Viking’s perfect rain 
boots for small kids. 

Made of natural rubber 
and with a rain lock, 

Alv will keep kids 
happy and dry in any 

rain weather.

VIKING AW21 KIDS



Size range 21-38       Art.no.: 1-19550      Price XXX

Jolly Soft Quilt is a fashionable boot with added functionality.

Made with a unique quilted rubber upper, the shaft of the boot is soft and comfortable 
for a child in action, it prevents rubbing and discomfort as the child runs, sitts and 
jumps. The quilted leg also provides light insulation, and Vikings comfortable last 
secures secures happy feet – and happy kids. The boot has a normal fit and the 
entire boot is handmade of natural rubber, which is elastic, durable and waterproof. 
There is a removable inner sole for easy drying and the inside is lined with a quick 

drying synthetic textile – everything kids need on wet or rainy days.

JOLLY SOFT QUILT

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS

2 Black 5 Navy

Elegant quilted rain boots made 
of natural rubber.

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS



Some say that when it rains, it pours. Lucky for your kid, there’s Indie, 
Viking’s classic rubber boot for kids – now reinforced and revamped with 

a modern flare. 

The entire boot is handmade using 100% waterproof, elastic and durable natural 
rubber, which reliably keeps young feet dry in wet conditions. Knowing kids can be 
quite creative in testing limits, the polyester lining is quick-drying and the ergonomic 
removable sole inlays can be removed, just in case moisture does find its way in 
from above. Happy feet aside, Indie’s clean lines and contemporary colors unite 

in a style that will suit any outfit, in any season.

CLASSIC INDIE

Size range 20-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS

5 Navy2 Black

Classical Viking’s rain boots now reinforced.

17 Fuchsia 13 Yellow

KIDSVIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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ALL WEATHER BOOT
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VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY

Perfect for kids who love to play outside 
whatever the weather is. Perfect for the 
parents who want a boot that can adjust 

to the weather! 

ALL WEATHER BOOT

Size range 23-41       Art.no.: 5-11000      Price XXX

SLUSH
Rain, snow, mud or ice? Conquer them all with this versatile, all-weather
rubber boot that was built for the shoulder season’s unpredictable weather.

Viking rubber boots are known for their quality, and the lower portion of the boot is
made of durable, reinforced rubber to take on the toughest ground conditions. 

But a few innovations were needed to deal with the tougher temperature extremes. 
Todo so, Slush features an insulating 6,5 mm neoprene liner. Neoprene is a 
synthetic rubber and is known to be insulating, waterproof and to remain flexible 
even in cold temperatures. The bottom part and shaft of the boot are made of 
60% lightweight TPE and 40% rubber, which is also able to remain flexible even 
in the coldest winter weather. The TPE compound makes the Slush boot lighter 
while the 40% rubber in the shaft and outsole combined with a unique tread 
pattern that continues up the sides, provides good grip and extra lateral traction 

when side-stepping up snowy and muddy slopes.

2 Black

5 Navy 53 Antiquerose

NEWS



VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Size range 23-41       Art.no.: 5-11005     Price XXX

SLUSH R
Dark, cold and wet? Conquer them all with this versatile, all-weather rubber 

boot that was built for the shoulder season’s unpredictable weather.

Behind a cool pattern on the shaft hides 360° of high-vis reflectivity just waiting to 
reveal itself when the sun goes down. Meanwhile, an insulating neoprene liner and 
lightweight TPE/rubber shaft, which is also able to remain flexible in the cold, can 
take on sub-zero temperatures. Viking rubber boots are already known for their 
quality and dependability at keeping moisture out. The TPE compound makes the 
Slush boot lighter while the 40% rubber in the shaft and outsole combined with 
a unique tread pattern that continues up the sides, provides good grip and extra 

lateral traction when side-stepping up snowy and muddy slopes. 

2 Black

48 Grape 4 Green

KIDSVIKING AW21 ALL WEATHER BOOT

Our Slush R with 360˚ reflective. 
Perfect for kids who love to play 

outside whatever the weather is and 
for parents who want a boot that can 

adjust to the weather! 

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

PU BOOT
KIDS AUTUMN / WINTER 2021



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSPU BOOT

Size range 23-40       Art.no.: 5-27200      Price XXX

ISTIND
Istind is a modern thermo winter boot for kids with classic styling that offers 

supreme warmth and comfort on the snowiest days.

The base of the boot is made from a flexible Polyurethane called Elastopan®, which is 
a 100% PVC-free. It contains millions of tiny air bubbles and is 40% lighter than PVC 
or rubber and 2.5 times more insulating than normal PU boots. The shaft is made from 
a durable textile that resists snow and wet weather. Inside, a fuzzy and warm wool 
blend liner provides extra insulation and is removable for fast drying. Elastic laces with 
a toggle make adjusting the fit simple and a high traction lug pattern works great in 
the snow. This boot provides kids with a great look and feel for mid-winter conditions. 

VIKING AW21 KIDS PU BOOT

4902 Mid Blue / Black 3902 Dark Pink / Black

Warm and comfort in the snow.



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDS REFLECTIVITYPU BOOT

Size range 21-39       Art.no.: 5-74300      Price XXX

2 Black 5 Navy

7 Bordeaux

SUPRA WARM
Supra Warm is a winter boot with a standout style that brings kids high 

comfort and warmth on cold days.

Supra Warm is a PU boot, which features thousands of tiny air pockets for maximum 
insulation. Viking’s Nordic last leaves some extra space for the toes and stays 
comfortable all day long. A thick PU sole with large lugs grips well and completes 

this unique winter boot that is loved by both kids and parents alike.

Our lightest PU boot. 
Keeps you warm and dry.



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDS

Size range 21-39       Art.no.: 5-75450     Price XXX

EXTREME 2.0
Award winning design and a favorite among kids and parents, Extreme 2.0 

is a warm thermo boot full of smart details.

Extreme 2.0 is approved by the German organization TÜV SÜD, which inspects 
products and issues product certifications in safety and sustainability. Thanks to a 
Polyurethane construction with an adjustable cuff lock, Extreme 2.0 is waterproof, 
light, and comfortable for all-day wear. Made from a flexible Polyurethane called 
Elastopan®, which is a 100% PVC-free, it contains millions of tiny air bubbles 
and is 40% lighter than PVC or rubber. Viking thermo boots provide 2.5 times 
more insulation than normal PU boots and are twice as durable. With the help of 
a wool and polyester lining, Extreme 2.0 can effectively insulate kids’ feet down 
to -20°C. The sole of this boot is made from TPU, which is slightly heavier than 
PU, but has excellent wear and non-slip properties. For blocking wet, snowy, and 

frigid conditions, Extreme is a tried and trusted winter classic..

PU BOOT PU BOOT

277 Black/Charcoal 5394 Antiquerose/Dusty Pink562 Navy/DarkRed 2461 HuntingGreen/Khaki

Warm thermo PU boot with smart details.
A snow lock to keep snow out and a TPU sole 

with great grip to be safe on any ground.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

2177 Violet/Charcoal 505 Navy/Navy203 Black/Grey

VIKING AW21 KIDS PU BOOT

Ultimate warmth in a slip on 
thermo boot. Safe for the kids, 

safe for the parents.

NOOS

VIKING AW21

Size range 21-39       Art.no.: 5-24150      Price XXX

FROST FIGHTER
Developed for the coldest days of the year, Frost Fighter can be summed 
up in two words - ultimate warmth. This insulated thermo boot is Viking´s 
warmest kids model and can keep small feet warm and happy down to an 

impressive -30 °C.

It does so by combining the high quality, lightweight and insulating polyurethane 
called Elastopan® with an ultra-warm wool and polyester lining. Elastopan® is a 
100% PVC-free, that contains millions of tiny air bubbles and provides 2.5 times 
more insulation than normal PU boots, while being twice as durable. An elastic 
band around the cuff helps lock in heat and keeps snow and debris out, while an 
extra thick PU sole grips well and makes sure there is plenty of space bejunior 
the feet and the cold ground. When temperatures plunge, there is no warmer 

boot for kids than the Frost Fighter. 

KIDS PU BOOT



ULTRA 2.0
A modern classic - Ultra 2.0 is a great looking, streamlined winter boot for 
kids that is made from a high tech PU material, which keeps feet warm no 

matter how cold it gets.

Quick to get on and off and easy to clean, Ultra 2.0 is made from a flexible 
Polyurethane called Elastopan®, which is 100% PVC-free and contains millions 
of tiny air bubbles. This makes it 40% lighter than PVC or rubber and offers 2.5 
times more insulation than normal PU boots. Combined with a lofty wool blend 
lining, Ultra 2.0 keeps feet warm down to -20°C. Viking’s Nordic last leaves some 
extra space for the toes and stays comfortable all day long. A thick PU sole with 
large lugs grips well and four bright color combos complete this unique winter 

boot that is loved by both kids and parents alike.

Size range 21-39       Art.no.: 5-25100      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS PU BOOT VIKING AW21 KIDS PU BOOT

Viking’s modern classic thermo boots.
A must have for all kids who want to keep their 

feet warm and dry in winter.

203 Black/Grey

4303 Mustard/Grey

577 Navy/Charcoal

4403 Mossgreen/Grey

1716 Fuchsia/Purple

4803 Grape/Grey 5277 Dark red/Charcoal



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Size range 23-39       Art.no.: 5-80520      Price XXX

ROGNE
Rogne is a light warm and waterproof classic winterboot.

Rogne is a style that combines an outsole and a lower part made of eco-friendly 
TPR, a light waterproof material. The upper is made of PU with a 100% polyester 
warm lining combined with a 3MTM ThinsulateTM water resistant insulation. Made 
from hydrophobic fibers for advanced water resistance, it will keep the kids’ feet 

warm, comfortable and dry without unnecessary weight.

TPR winter boot with double velcro. 

203 Black/Grey

7706 Charcoal/Magenta

PU BOOT

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

GORE-TEX
JUNIOR AUTUMN / WINTER 2021



Size range 30-43       Art.no.: 3-90170      Price XXX

JACK GTX
A mid-high urban shoe for junior, Jack GTX brings a casual look and plenty 

of comfort to colder days at school or in the city.

The shoe is made from durable materials with integrated reflective details and 
a cool elastic strap on the back. For warmth, fleece  lining insulates well on cold 
days and gives feet a soft feel. In wet conditions, a GORE-TEX membrane reliably 
keeps feet dry, while also allowing the foot to breathe freely. The GORE-TEX-
membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard. Speed laces and a Velcro adjustment 
strap make the shoe easy to put on and tighten, and Viking’s normal youth last 
provides good support for every activity level. When slippery surfaces appear, 
the high traction outsole made from rubber ensures good grip. For nice look on 
everyday urban adventures, Jack GTX fits right in. The shoe is washable at 30°. 

We do not recommend to use softener.

2 Black 5 Navy

93 Eggshell 61 Khaki

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

The perfect urban warm GORE-TEX shoes for 
school. With reflective details to keep you 

safe on your walk back home.

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX



VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

LIAM GTX
Liam GTX is an insulated, hiking inspired everyday shoe for urban kids 

looking for some originality this winter.

With a focus on warmth and comfort, these sporty shoes are made from long-
lasting materials and feature a cool reflective detail on the back. Inside, they are 
fully warm-lined for insulation against cold weather and also feature a waterproof 
and breathable GORE-TEX membrane that ensure dry feet. The GORE-TEX 
membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard.The shoes have a normal fit and come 
with elastic laces in modern colors as well as a Velcro strap. Excellent support 
comes from an EVA midsole and the rubber outsole with deep lugs grips the snow 
and slippery surfaces well. The shoe is washable at 30°. We do not recommend 

to use softener.

2 Black

37 Olive

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-90110      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Hiking inspired winter GORE-TEX shoes. Stay safe, warm 
and dry at school in winter time!



Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 3-91405      Price XXX

Sub-zero temperatures outside? Fossum GTX can take it. That’s because 
this cool, premium urban shoe is equipped with a soft, insulated lining that 

will keep your feet warm and toasty in freezing weather.

Warm feet are also dry feet – a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX lining will 
make sure they stay that way. The upper is built tough, made of durable textile 
with synthetic nubuck reinforcements along the mudline to meet the harsh ground 
conditions of winter streets. Underneath, a cushioning and lightweight EVA midsole 
combines with a grippy rubber outsole sporting large lugs to give you the traction 

you need, all season long.

FOSSUM GTX

2 Black 24 Huntinggreen

Functional classic winter
GORE-TEX shoes.

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 28-41     Art.no.: 3-91410      Price XXX

Defy the coldest of days this winter with Voll GTX, the urban winter boot 
that offers premium performance packaged in a cool, clean design. 

Foot warmth is job number one, so a soft insulated lining will keep your toes 
toasty while a high cut topped with warm and stylish faux fur trim will keep the 
snow and cold air out where it belongs. Moisture also has no place in a winter 
boot, so a breathable and waterproof GORE-TEX liner will make sure feet stay 
dry and comfortable. Winter street conditions are tough, so the upper is also built 
tough, made of durable textile with synthetic nubuck reinforcements along the 
mudline. Underneath, a cushioning and lightweight EVA midsole combines with 
a grippy rubber outsole sporting large lugs to give you the traction you need, all 

season long.

VOLL GTX

37 Olive 2 Black

62 Plum 90 Taupe

Functional high cut winter 
GORE-TEX shoes.

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

NEWS NEWS



Size range 30-43       Art.no.: 3-90150      Price XXX

EAGLE WARM GTX
Full of comfort and urban styling, Eagle Warm GTX is a mid-cut winter 
sneaker made from premium materials. Constructed from high quality suede 
leather, this shoe has a modern look and comes in classic colors that are 

easy to match.

It is fully lined with fleece for great warmth in cold weather. For additional weather 
protection, the shoe features a GORE-TEX membrane that is both waterproof and 
breathable. The GORE-TEX-membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard. Elastic 
laces combined with a Velcro strap make adjustments easy. A reflective detail 
adds some safety in the dark and a rubber outsole with a unique tread pattern 

grips well on slippery surfaces.

The perfect warm GORE-TEX sneakers 
with reflective details. Function, 

safety, style and quality in one shoe.

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

2 Black 5 Navy

62 Plum 34 Huntinggreen

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX



VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91130      Price XXX

SOLLI GTX
Solli GTX is a unique junior boot that is a fusion bejunior urban and winter 
styling. It features a sleek design that is made from durable materials with 

reflective elements around the base that add safety at night.

For warmth, a faux fur lining insulates well, and a waterproof and breathable 
GORE-TEX membrane ensures that feet stay dry. The GORE-TEX-membrane 
is OEKO-TEX (100) standard. The boot has regular laces for adjustment as well 
as an inside YKK zip that makes it easy to put on and take off. For cushioning 
on every step, there is an EVA midsole and the rubber outsole provides a secure 
grip on slippery surfaces. Both cool and practical, Solli GTX is a top choice for 
heading to and from school on snowy winter days. The shoe is washable at 30 

degrees. We do not recommend to use softener.

7789 Charcoal/Light Grey

9331 Egg Shell/Orange 547 Navy/Bluegreen

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Warm GORE-TEX winter 
boots with inside zipper 
and reflective details.



Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91120      Price XXX

MAIA ZIP GTX
No need to sacrifice comfort for style this winter with Maia Zip GTX, a quality 

winter boot that’s as warm as it is trendy and practical.

Made of durable and reinforced textile adorned with faux fur details, the upper is 
fitted with adjustable laces for the right look and fit. For the extra convenience, a 
zipper down the side enables quick ins and outs. On the inside, the insulated top-
to-bottom lining will keep feet warm and cozy, and a waterproof and breathable 
GORE-TEX membrane will make sure they also stay dry. Underneath, a lightweight 
and cushioning EVA midsole and high-quality rubber outsole will add spring to 

your step, while providing excellent grip in slippery winter conditions. 

2 Black 48 Grape 77 Charcoal

New Maia comes with an inside zipper 
for an easy in and out use. A great 
functional and casual urban winter 

GORE-TEX boot. 

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-90190      Price XXX

SNOFNUGG GTX
Snofnugg GTX is a fashionable boot that gives urbankids the style, warmth 
and comfort they need for school or any occasion this winter. These fun, 
slip-on boots have an original look and are made from durable materials 

with integrated reflective details.

Inside, a soft and furry insulated liner retains heat and keeps comfort high all 
day long. The boot also comes with a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX 
membrane, so feet stay dry regardless of the weather. The GORE-TEX-membrane 
is OEKO-TEX (100) standard.Elastic laces make for quick and easy fit adjustments 
and the rubber outsole provides great grip on the snow. With an urban look that 
is easy to match, kids will love Snofnugg GTX. The shoe is washable at 30°. We 

do not recommend to use softener.

2 Black 93 Eggshell

Slip on GORE-TEX warm winter 
boots with reflective details.

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

NEWS



REFLECTIVITY

High warm
GORE-TEX winter 

boots with snow lock 
and reflective details.

NYHET!NEWS

VIKING AW21 GORE-TEXJUNIOR

Size range 28-41      Art.no.: 3-91100      Price XXX

ALBA GTX
Make certain the snow and moisture stay out this winter – while looking 

great - with Alba GTX.

Its long, lush and warm-lined shaft keeps the lower leg toasty, and combines 
with a draw string and sock fit finish to all but guarantee to keep out the cold air 
and deep, fresh snow. Meanwhile, for wetter conditions or during higher activity, 
a breathable and waterproof GORE-TEX membrane ensures feet stay dry and 
moisture stays out. A cozy on the inside yet tough on the outside lower boot is 
able to provide further foot comfort and protection from the elements, while a 

solid, grippy rubber outsole is able to take on those slippery winter streets.

2 Black

74 Denim

VIKING AW21 KIDS



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Viking’s newest double velcro winter boots 360˚ reflective. 
Durability and safety in a cool design.

NYHET!NEWS

JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 3-91105     Price XXX

BONNA R GTX
Not one to sit still during the winter? Bonna R GTX is the waterproof winter 

boot for the active winter warrior.

A higher-cut upper featuring a range of cool colors is designed to provide ankle 
stability, warmth and to keep the snow out. It’s also fitted with twin velcro fasteners, 
so you don’t even need to stop and take your gloves off to get in, out or readjust 
the fit. On the inside, a warm inner lining, cushioning and lightweight EVA midsole 
and a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane are there to make sure 
your feet stay comfortable for as long as you need. Finally, a high-profile rubber 
outsole featuring one of Viking’s most aggressive tread patterns will enable your feet 
to unleash their full potential, no matter what conditions they meet on the ground.

2 Black

61 Khaki

62 Plum

74 Denim



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITYJUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 3-90920      Price XXX

BEITO GTX
As one of Viking’s most popular junior winter boots, the Beito GTX is a 
proven performer when the winter storms roll in. It features great warmth 
and waterproof protection through a GORE-TEX membrane with a soft and 

warm lining.

The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard. Padded Velcro adjustment 
straps are easy to get a hold of even with frozen fingers. The coated PU toecap 
and heel provide extra reinforcement for long lasting durability. A molded EVA 
midsole reduces weight, provides shock absorption and insulation, whilst the 
sporty outsoles with heavy rubber lugs ensure great traction. Complete with colored 
webbing details and contrast stitching for a modern look, the Beito GTX lives up to 
its reputation. The shoes is washable at 30°, but we do not recommend softener.

Viking’s classic double velcro winter 
boots. A proven performer in the 

winter weather.

2 Black 5 Navy 6294 Plum/Dusty Pink



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITYJUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91140      Price XXX

VANG JR GTX
Get everything your kid needs in an urban waterproof winter shoe this 

year - and at a great value.

The upper, featuring twin Velcro fasteners for quick ins and outs, is made of abrasion 
resistant synthetic material that is also equipped with durable reinforcements, 
making these shoes built to last. On the inside, a breathable and waterproof 
GORE-TEX membrane ensures feet stay dry and comfortable no matter what 
moisture conditions they encounter. Below, cushioning EVA inserts will help lighten 
each step, while a tough rubber outsole provides long-lasting grip on slippery 

surfaces on the playground and street.

2 Black

67 Olive

62 Plum What you need of a winter GORE-TEX boot
at a great value.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
KIDS COLLECTION

NYHET!NEWS



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Viking’s first warm winter 
GORE-TEX hiking shoes. 

277 Black/Charcoal 7703 Charcoal/Grey 574 Navy/Denim

NYHET!NEWS

JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91115      Price XXX

KJERAG GTX
Meet the touring shoe that’s on a mission to keep you trekking all year round.

On the inside, Kjerag GTX’s warm lining can keep your feet warm once the 
temperatures drop and a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane 
will give you the confidence to set out in wet conditions.And once on the trail, 
a tough, reinforced mid-cut upper provides solid ankle support, while remaining 
flexible enough to remove pressure points and discomfort on those long treks.  
Finally, a high-profile rubber outsole featuring one of Viking’s most aggressive 
tread patterns will enable your feet to unleash their full potential, no matter what 

conditions they meet on the ground.



VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91145     Price XXX

TIND MID GTX 
The ultimate, all-round hiking shoe for older kids - Tind Mid GTX lets young 
feet move quickly and comfortably over any terrain, and is a new, lightweight 

mid-cut hiking shoe. 

Sleek and sporty, this premium junior hiker has a supportive and highly reflective 
upper, a sturdy toecap for protection as well as a rubber mudguard for abrasion 
resistance. A medium fit supports little feet well and a 100% waterproof and highly 
breathable GORE-TEX membrane ensures dryness. The GORE-TEX membrane 
is OEKO-TEX 100 standard. Support and cushioning are the result of a molded 
EVA insole. For effortless fit there is speed laces. Underneath, a high traction 
rubber outsole keeps feet secure on tough terrain. Tind Mid GTX helps ensure 

plenty of fun and enjoyable outdoor experiences..

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

563 Navy/Rust

7967 Mid Grey/Ruby red

2 Black



Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 3-90900      Price XXX

TYSSEDAL BOA GTX
Tyssedal BOA GTX is a sleek, sporty and technical winter boot with everything 
a junior needs for tackling harsh winter weather. The boot has a slim profile 
and a modern design made from durable materials that resist abrasions.

Young feet stay warm and dry on the coldest days thanks to an inner lining that 
insulates well, and a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX lining. The GORE-
TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard.Tyssedal BOA GTX also features 
the BOA Fit system, a center-mounted tightening wheel that allows for fast and 
easy fit adjustments – on the fly. A narrow last gives a snug and supportive fit 
and EVA under the foot cushions every step, while a colorful, high traction rubber 

outsole provides great grip on the snow.

7702 Charcoal/Black 5502 Petrol/Black 8202 Peach/Black

Slim and sporty BOA warm GORE-TEX shoes. 
Great colours and function!

Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 3-91400      Price XXX

BJORK BOA GTX
Bjork BOA GTX is a greta choice for those who want to combine technical 

details and warmth.

Bjork BOA GTX features a BOA closure system that makes it easy to step in and 
out. This boot comes with a GORE-TEX breathable membrane and warm lining 
that will keep feet dry and warm whatever the weather. Bjork BOA GTX comes 
also with a rubber outsole which, combined with deep lugs, provides great grip on 

the snow. Bjork BOA GTX is the perfect boot to play out in the snow!

2 Black 48 Grape

High mid cut warm GORE-TEX winter boots 
with functional and stylish BOA system. Easy 
to use, stay safe and dry playing in the snow.

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX

Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 3-88130     Price XXX

ESPO BOA GTX
Kids want to feel “all grown up” and Espo BOA GTX is a good choice in 
terms of style and warmth. This mid-high winter boot for kids has a sleek 

look and construction similar to the adult boot Constrictor III.

It is made from durable materials and features a 100% waterproof and breathable 
GORE-TEX membrane for dryness, a key element to warm feet. For cold days, 
a highly insulating liner and heat reflective insoles provide additional warmth 
for little toes. A BOA Fit System makes it easy for small hands to find the right 
fit and an EVA midsole gives good support. A new, Viking developed rubber 
sole is designed to give Espo BOA GTX maximum grip in snowy conditions.

2 Black 5547 Petrol/Bluegreen 6137 Khaki/Olive

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR GORE-TEX



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Waterproof WATERPROOF
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VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21JUNIOR WATERPROOF

ANNA MID WARM WP
Anna Mid Warm WP is the urban winter shoe made for everyday use, featuring 

an insulated lining and waterproof membrane.

It has regular laces to suit the older children, who perhaps doesn’t want to look like 
the youngest any longer. This style combines what they want and what parents 
wants: a shoe from a trusted quality brand like Viking. Anna Mid Warm WP is a 
waterproof shoe with a premium suede upper that is both abrasion resistant and 
breathable. The warm lining combined with faux-fur details will keep the foot warm.

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91705      Price XXX

JUNIOR WATERPROOF

Warm, waterproof and elegant
suede sneakers.

2 Black 47 Bluegreen



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21JUNIOR WATERPROOF

A comfortable, warm and 
waterproof urban winter shoe. 

Great at school!

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
KIDS COLLECTION

JUNIOR WATERPROOF

Size range 31-41       Art.no.: 3-91715      Price XXX

LUKAS MID JR WP
Lukas WP is a casual, mid-high urban boot with premium materials and 
plenty of comfort for colder days at school or in the city. The boot comes 

with a soft, insulated lining that boosts warmth on cold days.

For wet or snowy conditions, there is a fully waterproof membrane, so small feet 
stay dry and warm. Regular laces allow for easy tightening and Viking’s kid’s 
specific last provides good support for every activity level. When slippery surfaces 
appear, the high traction outsole made from 100 % rubber ensures good grip. 

For every day, urban adventures, Lucas fits right in.

203 Black/Grey 570 Navy/Honey 6124 Khaki/Hunting green



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Easy use waterproof winter shoes.

JUNIOR WATERPROOF

Size range 30-41      Art.no.: 3-91125      Price XXX

240 Black/Burgundy

6631 Cream/Orange

SJUR WP
Stay warm and look good during the colder months in this all-around shoe 

for the urban and the active.

A textile upper featuring a sleek, clean look is fitted with elastic laces for a great fit 
and easy ins and outs. But beyond style and convenience, durable reinforcements 
along the mudline also make it as tough as the season demands, while a warm 
lining and waterproof membrane keeps feet warm and dry. Finally, with its solid 
lugs and grippy rubber outsole, you can be confident this shoe will keep you 

upright on slippery surfaces at home, school or downtown.

NYHET! NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR WATERPROOF

Size range 30-41       Art.no.: 3-91700      Price XXX

77 Charcoal

37 Olive

ALMA R WP
Jump right into the snowy season this year with Alma R WP, 

your soon-to-be favorite waterproof, warm and stylish winter boot.

A puffy, reflective and warm-lined shaft is designed to keep out the snow and 
cold while keeping your lower leg toasty, and a slip-on fit will make for easy ins 
and outs. The lower boot, meanwhile, feature beautiful, soft and natural suede 
that provides both durable reinforcement and style points. Meanwhile, for wetter 
conditions a waterproof membrane will keep out the moisture, and a solid, grippy 

rubber outsole will be able to take on those slippery winter streets.

360˚ reflective urban waterproof winter 
boots that combines style and safety.

NYHET!NEWS ALSO AVAILABLE IN
KIDS COLLECTION

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY
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All you need from a
waterproof winter boot  

at a great value.

WATERPROOF

Size range 30-41      Art.no.: 3-91135      Price XXX

TRETTEN JR WP
Get everything your kid needs in an urban waterproof winter shoe this 

year - and at a great value.

The upper, featuring twin Velcro fasteners for quick ins and outs, is made of abrasion 
resistant synthetic material that is also equipped with durable reinforcements, 
making these shoes built to last. On the inside, a waterproof membrane ensures 
feet stay warm and comfortable no matter what moisture conditions they encounter. 
Below, cushioning EVA inserts will help lighten each step, while a tough rubber 
outsole provides long-lasting grip on slippery surfaces on the playground and street.

2 Black

5 Navy

53 Antiquerose

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
KIDS COLLECTION

NYHET!NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

RUBBER BOOT
JUNIOR AUTUMN / WINTER 2021



VIKING AW21 JUNIOR RUBBER BOOT

Size range 28-39      Art.no.: 1-28200      Price XXX

The elegant rubber boot Ada Jr. is a stylish, low-cut Chelsea boot with a 
grown-up look for the city.

The boot is made from natural rubber, which is durable, yet highly flexible and 
has a fit that provides small feet with good support and comfort. There is a side 
slit shaft with elastic panels to make it easy to put on. The boot also features a 
newly developed last design for narrow feet that is slightly slimmer around the 
foot and instep for a supportive fit. The outsole has a heel for sophistication as 
well as deep lugs for good traction. Ada Jr. gives kids a stylish and mature look 

that still provides the functionality that parents demand.

ADA JR

2 Black

VIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTJUNIOR

Size range 28-39     Art.no.: 1-28220     Price XXXSize range 28-39     Art.no.: 1-28210      Price XXX

For young kids interested in staying stylish, Vendela is a sleek and fashionable 
junior rubber boot with a mid-high shaft and a classic silhouette.

A natural rubber construction means that the boot is durable, yet highly flexible 
and has a fit that provides small feet with good support and comfort. The boots 
slimmer profile and heel gives a mature look. The outsole features lugs that provide 
good traction on uneven and slippery surfaces and a metal buckle on the shaft 
adds a touch of style. Vendela is trendy looking and versatile in any wet weather.

For young kids interested in staying stylish and warm in the rain, Vendela 
Fleece is a sleek and fashionable junior rubber boot with a mid-high shaft 

and a classic silhouette. 

A natural rubber construction means that the boot is durable, yet highly flexible 
and has a fit that provides small feet with good support and comfort. The boot’s 
slimmer profile and heel gives a mature look. Inside, a fleece liner brings warmth 
in cold conditions and can be removed for drying or when not needed. The outsole 
features lugs that provide good traction on uneven and slippery surfaces and a 
metal buckle on the shaft adds a touch of style. Vendela Fleece is trendy looking 

and versatile in any wet and cold weather.

VENDELA JR VENDELA JR
W/FLEECE SOCK

2 Black 2 Black



Size range 28-39       Art.no.: 1-23120      Price XXX

Viking’s junior boots grown up. There’s nothing childish about Viking’s Mira 
Junior boots. 

They’re just as sophisticated as the lady classics. The finish is smart matt and 
smooth and the height is a more fashionable shorter mid-calf length. Mira comes 
with Viking’s excellent fit. It’s slimmer around the ankle than traditional children’s 
wellingtons, so the boots stay put better. Inside you’ll find a quick-drying removable 
insock. This is all -season style with regular soft synthetic lining and adjusting 

side buckle.

MIRA JR

2 Black 13 Yellow

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR RUBBER BOOT

Size range 28-39       Art.no.: 1-23130      Price XXX

Viking’s junior boots grow up.
There’s nothing childish about Viking’s Mira Thermo JR. boots. 

They’re just as sophisticated as the lady classics. The finish is smart matt and 
smooth and the height is a more fashionable shorter mid-calf length. Mira Thermo 
JR.  comes with Viking’s excellent fit. It’s slimmer around the ankle than traditional 
children’s wellingtons, so the boots stay put better. Inside you’ll find a quick-drying 
removable insock. This is all -season style with regular soft synthetic lining and 

adjusting side buckle.

MIRA THERMO JR

77 Charcoal

VIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTJUNIOR



Size range 30-39      Art.no.: 1-24000      Price XXX

Going out fishing? Or a field trip with school? The Navigator ІІ will keep you 
on track in any weather.

The boot is equipped with an adjustable lacing on the shaft. A reinforced toe cap 
secures durability. The style is normal fitting and the entire boot is made of natural 
rubber which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the 
inner sole is removable for easy drying. It is lined with a lightweight quick drying 

synthetic textile. Reflective band all the way round at the top.

NAVIGATOR ІІ

250 Black/Multi

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR RUBBER BOOT

Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 1-22300      Price XXX

Winter or rain, wind or storm - kids will love this cool style with its trendy bright 
contrast logo details and lining.

It’s a kid’s version of the bestselling adults’ Storm. Reflective band all the way round 
at the top. A woven loop is attached at the top of the shaft to hold on get into the 
boot. The style is normal fitting and the entire boot is made of natural rubber which 
is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the inner sole is 
removable for easy drying. It is lined with a lightweight quick drying synthetic textile.

STORM JR

9150 Dark grey/Multi

VIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTJUNIOR



Size range 30-39       Art.no.: 1-28000      Price XXX

A popular adult model now made for juniors, Slagbjørn Jr. is a versatile boot 
built for taking on wet and muddy terrain while exploring the outdoors.

The entire boot is made from Natural Rubber, which is flexible, durable and waterpro 
Handmade, PVC free and vegan.of. It features a quick-drying polyester lining. A 
special junior last fits growing feet well, the insole is quick-drying for convenience 
and laces on the front add some style. A non-marking, high traction sole helps keep 
young feet on the ground and completes this timeless and beloved junior rubber boot

SLAGBJORN JR

9150 Dark grey/Multi

VIKING AW21 JUNIOR RUBBER BOOT

Size range 28-41       Art.no.: 1-28010      Price XXX

Slagbjorn Thermo JR. brings classic style and function to cold, snowy and wet 
days. A winter version of the popular Slagbjorn JR., the entire boot is made 

from Natural Rubber, which is flexible, durable and waterproof.

For keeping feet warm on cool days, the boot is lined with a high-loft polyester fleece 
that is quick-drying. A normal last fits most feet well, while the ergonomic insole is 
removable for convenience. To keep snow, debris and the cold on the outside, there 
is a Cordura shaft top with laces that can be tightened. Underneath, a non-marking, 
high traction sole tackles winter conditions with ease. Vikings modern green color 

combo completes this warm-lined version of a timeless classic.

SLAGBJORN
THERMO JR

9150 Dark grey/Multi

VIKING AW21 RUBBER BOOTJUNIOR



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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RETRO TRIM
AUTUMN / WINTER  2021



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21REFLECTIVITYJUNIOR/ADULT

A VIKING CLASSIC 
IS BACK!

RETRO TRIM
Old meets new. This redesign of a classic style from 1974 returns with a similar 
look, now with a modern materials upgrade with a focus on sustainability. Take 
its upper, for example, made from premium suede leather sourced from the 
LWG Silver Rated tanneries of Wolverine Leathers. These tanneries run a clean 
production based on biomass energy, and guarantee traceable, chrome-free 
leather without compromising on quality. 

Good looks with great comfort. Available in several colors, Retro Trim is sure 
to have something for everybody. And as a nod to its long heritage, all models 
feature a cool, embossed retro Viking logo on the back. On the inside, modern 
tooling and a soft inner lining also mean that these shoes feel great on the foot, 
making them the perfect choice for casual wear.

JUNIOR  size range: 30-41         Art nr- 3-50700       Price XXX
ADULT size range 36-47         Art nr: 3-50750        Price XXX

RETRO TRIM

293 Black/eggshell

15 Royal

JUNIOR/ADULT RETRO TRIM



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21

Size range 36-46       Art.no.: 3-51445    Price XXX

RETRO TRIMJUNIOR/ADULT

RETRO MID SUEDE WP

2 Black 77 Charcoal

An old-school look and clean lines with Retro Mid WP, 
a waterproof sneaker for a trendy lifestyle.

On this model, a sneaker in sustainable suede has revived Viking’s retro logo and retro
side-panel stripe. On the inside, comfortable inlaysole and soft textile liner ensures all-day 

comfort while below, a solid rubber sole completes the retro look.

RETRO TRIMJUNIOR/ADULT

Best choice for the 
environmentally conscious 
and urban minds.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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VIKING AW21VIKING AW21

TOKYO AERO
FOLDABLE
Foldable, packable, waterproof and Avant-guard – Toyko Aero is a functional 
urban rubber boot that easily stands out from the crowd. 

This long boot with an adjustable height is made from a thinner layer of rubber, 
which makes it easy to fold and pack along when travelling. The boot features 
a wide fit and a smooth knitted lining that makes the boot easy to put on. There 
is an elastic drawstring at the cuff for customizing your look and more rugged 
looking panels around the foot for some attitude. The flat calendar sole provides 
great grip on wet surfaces and also comes with a heel spur, so you can quickly 
kick off the boots at the end of your day. Tokyo-Aero is a rubber boot like no other 
and a perfect addition to your footwear wardrobe.

Size range 36-42       Black Art.no.: 1-50050       Snake Art.no.: 1-50052     Price XXX

URBAN RUBBERADULT

A functional urban rubber boot that 
stands out from the crowd.

2 Black 203 Black/grey

URBAN RUBBERADULT



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-50000     Price XXX

Long and sleek –  Frid is an elegant rubber boot with a nice silhouette and 
styling that is easy to match on raining days in the city. 

The boot is made from soft and flexible natural rubber, which lightens your step 
and is completely waterproof.  They feature a narrow and supportive fit and slip 
on easy thanks to a smooth inner lining. The wedged sole enhances the look 
further and also provides high traction on slippery surfaces. Frid offers great style 
and wonderful comfort when the rain begins falling.

FRID

501 Navy/White

3701 Olive/White

A rubber boot with elegant and nice 
silhouette for rainy days in the city.

URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-50010      Price XXX

STOCKHOLM
Stockholm is a flexible, yet supportive hybrid rubber boot with distinct city 
styling that matches well with cold and wet urban environments. 

The boot is made with a mix of natural rubber and soft neoprene, which keeps 
feet dry with a light boost of warmth. They slip on easy thanks to a smooth inner 
lining and feature a slim silhouette with a narrow fit. The wedged sole enhances 
the look further and also provides high traction on slippery surfaces. Great style 
and comfort defined this high quality pair of rubber boots.2 Black

37 Olive

A rubber boot with neoprene lining 
and a distinct city styling that 
matches cold and wet days in town.

URBAN RUBBERADULT



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21

HEDDA
Hedda is a simple, yet stylish all-round rubber boot for rainy walks around 
town. The boot is made from a natural rubber blend that provides increased 
flexibility and lightens your step. 

The tasteful adjustment strap adds some elegance. A feminine last has a much 
narrower fit for better support. On the inside, a quick-drying polyester lining can 
be found and the removable EVA insole has an ergonomic design for good arch 
support and better comfort. The sole features a lug pattern that grips well on any 
wet surface. When the rain starts falling, Hedda is a boot that matches any outfit 
or lifestyle.

2 Black

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-36500      Price XXX

A traditional 3/4 high all-round 
rubber boot with adjustable strap 
in three different variations.

URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-36510      Price XXX Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-36550      Price XXX

HEDDA CROCO HEDDA VINTER
Hedda Croco is a stylish, all-round rubber boot for rainy walks around 
town. The boot is made from a natural rubber blend that provides increased 
flexibility and lightens your step.

It features a tasteful, reptile pattern overlay for an enhanced look as well as an 
adjustment strap with a buckle that adds some elegance. The feminine last has 
a much narrower fit for better support. On the inside, a quick-drying polyester 
lining can be found, and the removable EVA insole has an ergonomic design for 
good arch support and better comfort. The sole comes with a new lug pattern 
that grips great on any wet surface. When the rain begins to fall, Hedda Croco is 
an upbeat boot that keeps you dry with an original look.

Hedda Vinter is a simple, yet stylish all-round rubber boot for cold walks 
around town, on the trail or in the forest. 

The boot is made from a natural rubber blend that provides increased flexibility 
and lightens your step. An insulated lining and removable EVA insole increases 
warmth and comfort on cold days. The sole features a lug pattern that grips well 
on any wet surface. When cold, wet weather arrives, Hedda is a boot that matches 
any outfit or lifestyle.

2 Black 2 Black

URBAN RUBBERADULT

WARM LINING



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21

Gyda is a clean styled, low cut urban rubber boot that slips on easily and 
keeps feet totally dry.

It is made from Light Weight Rubber (LWR) that provides increased flexibility 
and lightens your step. A smooth polyester lining on the inside adds comfort and 
a removable insole has an ergonomic design for good arch support and better 
cushioning. It features elastic side panels for easy entry and comfort, modern 
colors and a sturdy sole with great wet weather traction. Gyda gives city feet a 
fashionable look on wet days.

GYDA

2 Black

13 Yellow

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-37500     Price XXX

A classic chelsea rubber boot with 
elastic sidepanel or with more trendy 
details like zipper and reptile skin 
texture.

URBAN RUBBERADULT

Gyda Zip Crocco is a stylish women’s rubber boot with a glove-like fit and 
trendy details that make it a perfect choice for rainy days and dry feet in 
the city.

This next generation boot has a clean, low cut design and is made from natural 
rubber with a stand-out reptile skin texture for an even higher degree of style. 
A front zipper enhances the look further and also makes the boot easy to put on 
and take off. On the inside, a quick-drying polyester lining can be found as well 
as removable EVA insoles that have an ergonomic design for good arch support 
and better comfort. The sole has deep lugs for maximum grip on wet surfaces 
and will not leave marks when you step indoors. Gyda Zip Croco is convenient, 
fashionable, and a great choice for comfortable waterproof protection.

GYDA CROCO
ZIPPER

2 Black

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-34135      Price XXX

URBAN RUBBERADULT



VIKING AW21

Size range 36-42      Art.no.: 1-33500      Price XXX

Foxy is a soft, comfortable and extremely functional rubber boot. 

It has a slim to normal female fit, but is made on a women’s last and has a slimmer 
fit around the ankle, so that it doesn’t slip up and down when you walk. The side 
buckle covers a gusset so it has good adjustment, and can easily be tightened. 
The boot is made in all natural rubber. The boot looks feminine as the sole is 
undercut a little, with a slight heel, but it still has a good non-slip lug pattern. Inside 
is a removable insock which you can dry out if need be. The lining is quick dry 
coloured polyester on the shaft.

FOXY

2 Black

A high all-round rubber boot with 
adjustable strap and a women 
specific fit. Also availible with 
cosy winter lining.

URBAN RUBBERADULT VIKING AW21

Size range 36-42      Art.no.: 1-36600      Price XXX

Feminine, functional, foxy and warm - Foxy Vinter is a classic, insulated 
rubber boot that keeps out the rain and cold, while enhancing your style. 

A women’s specific last with a normal fit keeps your feet feeling great on the 
wettest days. A warm and cozy liner boosts warmth for autumn and winter use. 
Natural rubber construction provides flexibility and complete waterproofness, 
while a non-marking, grippy sole keeps you in control wherever you go. Dress 
it up or down, the Foxy Warm looks great with any outfit and even comes with a 
silicone sponge to keep them looking bright and shiny. 

FOXY VINTER

2 Black

URBAN RUBBERADULT

WARM LINING



REFLECTIVITY

Praise is a multi-purpose, all weather commuter boot with a modern style 
and high comfort feel that you can wear anywhere.

Great for walking or biking around town, this rubber boot features a timeless, 
slip-on design with large elastic panels to ease getting in and out as well as 
contemporary details. A fast-drying liner, removable EVA insoles and embedded 
heel cushions help improve comfort. The boot has a normal fitting anatomical 
last, which provides support and room for the toes to move. Underneath, the 
rubber sole pattern grips well on most surfaces and the fit has been developed 
specifically for women.

PRAISE SERIES

A sporty multi-purpose rubber 
boot in many looks, from subtiled 
monochrome colors to trendy animal 
prints or for the colder days with 
fleece lining. 

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 36-47
Art.no.: 1-51000

Praise

2 Black 10 Red

Size range 36-42
Art.no.:1-37055

Praise Snake

Size range 36-42
Art.no.:1-37060

Praise Leo

1838 Dark brown/Beige

203 Black/Grey

Size range 36-47
Art.no.: 1-51005
 

Praise fleece

2 Black

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT



Stavern Urban Winter is a rubber boot with a relaxed, minimalist look, 
urban styling with a winter lining and total waterproof protection. 

Great for walking or biking around town, the boots feature a slip-on design, 
ribbed details and large elastic panels to ease getting in and out. A nice 
winter lining, removable insoles and embedded heel cushions help improve 
comfort. The boot has a normal to wide fitting, anatomical last, which 
provides support and room for the toes to move.  The rubber sole pattern 
grips well on most surfaces.

STAVERN
URBAN WINTER

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-51010     Price XXX

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

2 Black 81 Camouflage

A rubber boot with relaxed look 
and soft and nice winter lining.

WARM LINING

NYHET!NEWS

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

Stavern Urban is a rubber boot with a relaxed, minimalist look,
urban styling and total waterproof protection.  

Great for walking or biking around town, the boots feature a slip-on design, 
ribbed details and large elastic panels to ease getting in and out. A fast-drying 
liner, removable insoles and embedded heel cushions help improve comfort.
The boot has a normal to wide fitting, anatomical last, which provides support 
and room for the toes to move. The rubber sole pattern grips well on most 
surfaces.

STAVERN
URBAN WARM2 Black

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-37070      Price XXX



VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-50070     Price XXX

202 Black/black

1302 Yellow/black

Pavement is a versatile and sporty styled hybrid rubber boot for both 
men and women wanting modern waterproof footwear they can use 
anywhere.

This sleek, ankle high boot features a construction that mixes lightweight, 
natural rubber with soft and flexible neoprene. It is lightweight and easy to 
put on and take of thanks to conveniently placed pull loops. Inside, there is a 
removable EVA insole with an ergonomic design for good arch support and 
better comfort. Great grip on slippery surfaces is ensured by a calendar sole 
with a high traction tread pattern. Through the city, in the garden or on the 
BOAt, Pavement keeps feet dry and looking their best.

PAVEMENT

A lowcut versatile and 
sporty rubber boot with 
low elastic step in and 

neoprene lining.

URBAN RUBBERADULT



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITYVIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 36-42      Art.no.: 1-34140      Price XXX

The next generation of a relaxed and comfortable classic, Retro Logg 
offers plenty of protection from the elements whether in the city, garden 
or exploring nature.

The mid high design with a semi-glossy finish is made from LWR, a unique 
lightweight rubber blend that provides increased flexibility and lightens your 
step. An inner polyester mesh and canvas lining is quick drying and a removable 
insole is ergonomic for good arch support and shock absorption. The boot looks 
flat, but is built up on the inside for comfort, insulation, and to give the feeling 
of a small heel.

RETRO LOGG

1 White

2 Black 13 Yellow

A classic sailing boot with retro 
look, made with ergonomic insole
for better comfort.

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT



Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-44060      Price XXX

With sailing roots, but wet urban days in mind, Vetus is a modern rubber 
boot for men and  women wanting style, comfort and waterproof protection.

Made from natural rubber, which is both flexible and durable, the boot has a 
sleek silhouette, a lower height and features ribbed overlays for an original look. 
Inside, there is a polyester lining that is quick drying and a removable insole for 
good arch support as well as shock absorption. The boot is also built up on the 
inside for comfort and insulation. The calendar sole grips wet surfaces well and 
won’t leave marks on floors.  Vetus keeps feet comfortable and contemporary, 
whether at sea or in the city.

VETUS

2 Black

37 Olive 5 Navy

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

Sailing boot inspired rubber boot for the modern city life, made by 
natural rubber and gives waterproof protection.

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT



Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-34100      Price XXX

Viking Noble - Best in test!  Noble is sleek and stylish, with a glove-like fit, 
the Noble is a lightweight rubber boot for rainy days and dry feet in the city.

The clean, low cut design is made from LWR, a lightweight rubber blend that 
provides increased flexibility and lightens your step. On the inside, a quick-drying 
polyester lining can be found and the removable insole has an ergonomic design 
for good arch support and better comfort. The sole has deep lugs for maximum 
grip on wet surfaces and will not leave marks when you step indoors. The Noble is 
convenient, fashionable, and a great choice for comfortable waterproof protection. 

NOBLE

2 Black

Vikings Best in Test rubber boot 
model always availible and reliable. 
Made of lightweight natural rubber 
and with quick-drying lining.

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-46000      Price XXX

Built for sailing, yet just as practical around town, Seilas is a colorful 
tribute to Vikings long heritage in rubber boots.

Made with natural rubber, which is elastic and waterproof, and built with a 
calendar sole, Seilas is a comfortable boot that provides good grip on slippery 
surfaces. The lining is made of quick drying polyester in the foot for additional 
stability. The insole is removable for easy drying. The style has normal fitting 
and the natural color sole is non-marking. Available in a wide range of colors, 
Seilas is a funky boot that is destined to become a classic.

SEILAS

13 Yellow

1 White

37 Olive

71 Tomato

5 Navy

Built for sailing, yet just as practical 
rubber boot around town. A colorful 
tribute to Vikings long heritage.

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT



Size range 40-47       Art.no.: 1-45100      Price XXX

Bergen is a masculine, mid cut boot that keeps men’s feet dry and looking 
good on wet urban journeys. 

With a clean-cut style and made with natural rubber construction, Bergen is 
highly durable and resistant to scratches and abrasions. Elastic panels around 
the cuff make for easier entry. A newly designed last eliminates pressure points 
and provides a snug and secure fit with space for the toes to move. A polyester 
inner liner is quick drying and the insoles give increased comfort on long walks. 
The fully formed rubber sole with a rugged lug pattern provides plenty of traction. 
Great fit, function and style, Bergen keeps feet dry and comfortable all day long. 

BERGEN

288 Black/Lime

A classic comfortable chelsea rubber 
boot, easy to match for rainy days.

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT

Size range 35-47       Art.no.: 1-43260      Price XXX

This classic calendar soled sailing boot, from the 60th, brings back sweet 
memories to many Norwegians.

In the 80s, the high school kids started to fold down the top of the boot and draw 
and write sweet sentences or similar comments on the exposed lining. Kadett’s 
lining today is made of quick drying polyester and canvas in the foot part for 
additional stability. It has calendar outer sole, and ergonomic removable inlays 
sole for easy drying. The style has normal fitting and the entire boot is made of 
natural rubber, which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The natural colour sole 
is non-marking - important on wooden sailing boat decks - and the inner sole is 
removable for easy drying.

KADETT

35 Blue

Brings back sweet memories from 
the 60th, or fold down the top as the 
kids in the 80’s. This rubber boot 
is still going strong with the none-
marking sole and easy drying lining.

VIKING AW21 URBAN RUBBERADULT



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

CERRA ROLLING
BOA GTX
Trekker with perfect fit and 
light natural rolling movement. 
EnergyReturn and made of high 
performance material.

NEWS

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-91465      Price XXX

234 Black/Aqua

3761 Olive/Khaki

Terrain tested and expert approved, you can be confident that this innovative 
mid-cut trekker will get you to completely unexplored heights.

Confidence first requires a fit and grip you can trust – two BOA® Fit System 
fasteners allow you to dial in the perfect fit at any time with a single hand, while a 
Vibram high profile outsole balances superior traction with rugged longevity. But as 
the day goes on, confidence also requires a shoe that can keep feet comfortable – 
ample toe spreading space, a RollingGaitSystem that supports natural movement, 
cushioned Ortholite inlaysole and GORE-TEX membrane will make sure your feet 
remain comfortable and dry after hours of the toughest conditions.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY



PRODUCTION PLACE

MOULD SIZE AVAILABLE: 
EU 34.5  35.5  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47

COMPOUND (SUGGESTED)
GRIP TRACTION BRAKING STABILITY CUSHIONING SELF-CLEANING

RGS HIKER
PRODUCTION PLACE

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
BEST FOR

1

2

High profile lugs for TRACTION ON UNSTABLE AND HEAVY GROUND 

PU midsole for durable SHOCK ABSORBING and COMFORT

Flexion lines to improve NATURAL ROLLING and COMFORT  

1
2

3

213C

3

Vibram® Rollingait 
System:
. Less energy consumption
. Less muscle fatigue
. More endurance

. Unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces

. Superior grip with rugged longevity

. Optimal balance of stability and flexibility 
  for ground adaptation



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-91470     Price XXX

NEWS

3761 Olive/Khaki

234 Black/Aqua

Terrain tested and expert approved, you can be confident that this innovative 
mid-cut trekker will get you to completely unexplored heights. 

Confidence first requires a grip you can trust – a Vibram high profile outsole 
balances superior traction with rugged longevity, while a RollingGaitSystem 
supports natural movement. But as the day goes on, confidence also requires a 
shoe that can keep feet comfortable – ample toe spreading space, rebounding 
Ortholite insole, and a GORE-TEX membrane will make sure your feet remains 
comfortable and dry after hours in the toughest conditions.

CERRA ROLLING 
MID GTX
EnergyReturn and high performance 
material for optimal protection and 
comfort.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-91475     Price XXX

Explore higher, further and longer with this lightweight waterproof speed 
hiker – absolutely packed with high performance innovations. 

To help you push your limits, the shoe employs a durable and high-traction Vibram 
MegaGrip outsole. A premium SLE EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy 
return with every step, while also being 30% lighter than standard EVA. To help 
your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX membrane keeps your feet comfortable 
and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. Tough, premium engineering 
for the dynamic, the strong and the brave.

234 Black/Aqua

CERRA SPEED
MID GTX
Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

CERRA SPEED
BOA GTX
Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-91480       Price XXX

234 Black/Aqua

3761 Olive/Khaki

8610 Signalred/Red

Explore higher, further and longer with this lightweight waterproof speed 
hiker – absolutely packed with high performance innovations. 

To help you push your limits, the shoe employs a durable and high-traction Vibram 
MegaGrip outsole. A premium SLE EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy 
return with every step, while also being 30% lighter than standard EVA. To help 
your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX membrane will keep your feet comfortable 
and dry, and the BOA® Fit System allows you to dial in the perfect fit at any time 
with a single hand. Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and 
the brave.

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

CERRA SPEED
GTX
Lightweight speed-hiker with MegaGrip 
and GORE-TEX membrane for maximum 
performance.

Explore higher, further and longer with this lightweight waterproof speed 
hiker – absolutely packed with high performance innovations.

To help you push your limits, the shoe employs a durable and high-traction Vibram 
MegaGrip outsole. A premium SLE EVA Foam cushioning offers powerful energy 
return with every step, while also being 30% lighter than standard EVA. To help 
your feet enjoy the ride, a GORE-TEX membrane removes pressure points and 
keeps your feet comfortable and dry in whatever conditions the trail encounters. 
Tough, premium engineering for the dynamic, the strong and the brave.

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-91485     Price XXX

8610 Signalred/Red

3761 Olive/Khaki

234 Black/Aqua

NEWS



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY

A BREAKTHROUGH IN PRECISION FIT.
BOA’s new Li2 dial platform brings a sleek, low-profile design, 
unprecedented durability, and improved sustainability to the 
L-SERIES. With incremental micro-adjustability, Li2 is the ultimate 

in Fast, Effortless, Precision Fit.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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VIKING AW21 HIKINGADULT

Size range 36-48      Art.no.: 3-51220     Price XXX

ANACONDA 4X4
MID GTX

The comfort that has made Viking’s Anaconda family so popular is now 
available in a sturdy midcut waterproof hiking boot that will keep feet happy 
during those long mountain hikes.

The secret to its comfort lies in a wide fit that enables toes to spread, as well as a 
molded insole and soft EVA midsole that provides excellent, long-lasting cushioning. 
Comfortable feet also need moisture to stay outside the boot, and nothing does this 
better than the GORE-TEX waterproof and breathable membrane. A supportive 
mid-cut upper sporting a cool, clean look compliments this comfort with stability. 
Finally, a high-traction Ultimate Grip Concept rubber outsole will get you up, over 
or through just about any terrain conditions the day can throw your way.

Popular hikingboot now in midcut

7 Bordeaux

5 Navy

NEWS

VIKING AW21 HIKINGADULT



VIKING AW21

Size range 36-48       Art.no.: 4-51200      Price XXX

ANACONDA LIGHT
V BOA GTX 

A GORE-TEX lowcut hikingmodel 
where you dial in the perfect fit.

Get ready to pick up your pace in any weather with our popular, waterproof 
speed hiker featuring a few clever upgrades. 

Beneath an abrasion-resistant, redesigned textile upper, a waterproof and highly 
breathable GORE-TEX membrane will keep your feet dry and comfortable in 
wet weather. Meanwhile, the BOA closure system now on the shoe’s side for 
improved comfort, offers an unbeatable fit and ease of entry and exit. Finally, 
a next-generation Michelin Ultimate Grip Concept 2.0 outsole will give you the 
confidence to hit any trail, as hard and fast as you like.

6677 Cream/Charcoal

2 Black

3724 Olive/Huntinggreen

VIKING AW21 HIKINGADULT

A sturdy and supportive lowcut hiking 
shoe with wider fit and convenient 

closing system.

Size range 36-47      Art.no.: 3-89210      Price XXX

ANACONDA 4X4
BOA GTX
Anaconda 4x4 BOA is a sturdy, supportive and comfortable hiking shoe 
built to easily handle walks and hikes over any terrain, in any conditions. 

The shoe is made with Viking’s classic wide and supportive last and features high 
quality materials that stand up to years of use in tough conditions. The shoe also 
comes with the BOA Fit system, a center-mounted tightening wheel that allows 
for fast, effortless and precision fit - on the fly.  A durable GORE-TEX membrane 
ensures waterproof protection and moisture control, while a self-molding insole 
and shock absorbent EVA midsole prevents aching feet on long days outside. 
The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard and Bluesign® certified. 
When it comes to grip, Anaconda 4x4 BOA has plenty. A durable UGC® outsole 
with deep lugs made from natural rubber gives you the traction you need whether 
on or off the trail.

231 Black/Orange 3766 Olive/Cream

VIKING AW21 ADULT HIKING



Size range 36-47      Art.no.: 3-49160     Price XXX

ANACONDA LIGHT 
INV. FIT GTX
Built for fast pursuits in any terrain, Anaconda INV FIT GTX is a high 
performance trail shoe designed to go all out in any condition, any time of 
the year, with the highest level of foot comfort.

The shoe is made from highly breathable synthetic mesh with hot melt overlays 
that increase support and durability. An EVA midsole delivers great cushioning 
and a removable molded insole helps provide a safe and supportive fit. The high 
profiled rubber outsole with Viking’s Ultimate Grip Concept, means high traction on 
the trails and beyond. The shoe is fully windproof, waterproof and breathable, and 
features GORE-TEX invisible fit, which provides more freedom of movement and 
less irritation of the foot – perfect for highly active outdoor enthusiasts wanting the 
most out of their shoe. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard 
and Bluesign® certified. Delivered with an extra set of laces, matching the outsole 
on extra colorful days.

288 BlackLlime

5705 Terracotta/Navy

66 Cream

A GORE-TEX shoe with the highest 
level of foot comfort for fast hikes in 
any terrain.

VIKING AW21 HIKINGADULT

GORE-TEX Invisible fi t

CONSUMER BENEFIT
Same fit and feel as none GORE-TEX running shoes - Stay dry and comfortable - Faster dry.out times - More 
freedom of movement and less irritation of the foot - Less pressure marks - No stiching points along ankle and 

heel - Comfortable tongue construction - Wider toe box

VIKING AW21 ADULT HIKING



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 VIKING AW21KIDS KIDSREFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

KATEGORI
TREKKING

TREKKING
ADULT AUTUMN / WINTER  2021



This product is a tribute to the Norwegian outdoor culture and is a 
collaboration with the Norwegian trekking Association (DNT). Classic 150  
GTX is a premium footwear that delivers excellent support to the foot and 
good comfort on long treks with full loads.

With a full grain leather construction featuring a mudguard and strategic 
reinforcements, the boot resists scratches and scuffs with ease. A GORE-TEX 
membrane ensures waterproofness and breathability for the best foot climate. The 
fit is medium-wide and an EVA midsole provides the right mix of stability, flexibility 
and cushioning in the heel. For easy entry, there is a Norwegian inspired pull loop 
on the back.  Other features include insoles with a hiking map print as well as a 
handy D-ring for attaching gaiters. The high profile rubber outsole with Viking’s 
UGC technology enhances grip on the trail and completes this go-anywhere boot 
with a timeless design.

CLASSIC 150 GTX

1802 Darkbrown/black

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-48270      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 TREKKINGADULT

A premium leather trekking boot, tested and made in 
cooperation with the Norweigan hiking assocoiation DNT.

VIKING AW21 ADULT TREKKING



Classic trekking boot in fullgrain quality leather, ensure long 
product lifecycle and keeps your feet well protected.

VIKING AW21 TREKKINGADULT

Size range 36-47           Art.no.: 3-90300             Art.no.: 3-50500 (Rondane ІІІ GTX)             Price XXX

Is the wild calling? This reliable hiking boot is ready to respond. When 
the trails take you through variable terrain and with a light backpack, your 
ankles will appreciate the comfortable yet supportive mid cut, and the tough 
full grain leather can take a beating while keeping your feet well-protected.

Meanwhile, you can be confident facing any weather with a waterproof and 
breathable GORE-TEX membrane that will keep your feet dry and comfortable, 
and Viking’s rugged Ultimate Grip Concept is sure to keep your feet firmly planted 
with each new step into the unknown.

LOFOTEN GTX

837 Brown/Olive 4702 Bluegreen/Black

VIKING AW21 ADULT TREKKING



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY

Size range 36-47      Art.no.: 3-48890      Price XXX

Take of your shoes and slip into nice and comfortable wool 
slippers. The slipper has a memory foam insole, and is the 
perfect choice when you come home after a long hike or if 
you just want to relax after a long day at work.

It has soft and comfortable wool bleed lining and a PU outsole. 
The slippers are delivered with a little shoe bag which makes them 
easy to carry with you on a trip. 

DNT TOFFEL

89 Light Grey

10Red

Comfy wool slippers made in 
cooperation with Norweigan Hiking 
Association DNT

VIKING AW21 TREKKINGADULT VIKING AW21 ADULT TREKKING



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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WINTER COLLECTION
FOR SNOWY DAYS
ADULT  AUTUMN / WINTER  2021



Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 5-27100      Price XXX

Svartisen is a modern and stylish thermo winter boot that offers 
supreme warmth and comfort on the coldest, snowiest days.

The base of the boot is made from a flexible Polyurethane called 
Elastopan®, which is a 100% PVC-free and waterproof. It contains 
millions of tiny air bubbles and is 40% lighter than PVC or rubber 
and 2.5 times more insulating than normal PU boots. A high quality 
suede shaft is durable and provides an exclusive look that repels 
snow and wet weather. Inside, a fuzzy and warm wool blend liner 
provides extra insulation and is removable for fast drying. Elastic 
laces with a toggle make adjusting the fit simple and a high traction 
lug pattern works well in the snow. This boot provides a great look 
and feel for mid-winter conditions. 

SVARTISEN

VIKING AW21 SNOWY DAYSADULT

The must have thermo boot, when temprature goes 
below -10 degrees and you have long days outdoor.

4302 Mustard/Black 7702 Charcoal/Black

VIKING AW21 ADULT SNOWY DAYS



Size range 36-48       Art.no.: 5-75850      Price XXX

An extreme thermo boot for the most extreme conditions - the Icefighter was 
built to endure the cold and keep feet warm down to an incredible -40 °C.

This high shaft thermo boot combines the high quality, lightweight and insulating 
polyurethane called Elastopan® with an ultra warm wool and polyester lining. 
Elastopan® is a 100% PVC-free and contains millions of tiny air bubbles and 
provides 2.5 times more insulation than normal PU boots, while being twice as 
durable. The sole is extra thick and gives great insulation and grip on ice and 
snow. These boots feature a Nordic cold climate last, which is wider, with more 
room in the toe area, since cramped feet could lead to frostbite. The Icefighter is 
great for snowmobiling, ice fishing, shoveling the driveway - any activity where 
you encounter the deepest snow and coldest temperatures. 

ICEFIGHTER

203 Black/Grey

Thermo boot for extreme 
cold conditions.

VIKING AW21 SNOWY DAYSADULT

Size range 36-47      Art.no.: 5-44000     Price XXX

Perfect for standing or being active in the coldest conditions, the Arctic 2.0 
is a versatile and super warm thermo boot in a lightweight design

This mid-high thermo boot with a storm cuff combines the high quality, lightweight 
and insulating polyurethane called Elastopan® with an ultra-warm wool and 
polyester lining. Elastopan® is a material that contains millions of tiny air bubbles 
and provides 2.5 times more insulation than normal PU boots, while being twice 
as durable. The sole has a heel kick that makes them easy to get off as well as 
an aggressive lug pattern that grips snow and ice well. For a snug and warm fit, 
the last is slightly narrower. Arctic 2.0 offers comfortable and reliable warmth, 
down to -30°C

ARCTIC 2.0

Thermo boot for cold snowy weather 
conditions in a more lightweight 
design.

VIKING AW21 ADULT SNOWY DAYS



Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-88200       Price XXX

246 Black/Silver

8902 Light grey/Black

Around the cabin, after skiing, on snowy walks or in town, 
Constrictor III offers feet maximum warmth and protection in 
the winter. 

Now in its third edition, this high performance, sporty and waterproof 
winter boot features a lofty and water resistant lining from Primaloft, 
a trusted name in insulation. It also comes with a unique Primaloft 
Areogel insole – originally developed for NASA – that insulates the 
foot from below, even when it is compressed. A durable BOA® Fit 
System is easy to use while wearing gloves and gives a supportive, 
customized fit. Viking’s own Ultimate Grip Concept® sole delivers 
excellent traction on snow and slippery surfaces, while reflective 
details illuminate for 36º of nighttime visibility. Constrictor III is the 
boot of choice for comfort on the coldest days

CONSTRICTOR
ІІІ BOA

A sporty warm waterproof model for 
walks or play in the snow.

VIKING AW21 SNOWY DAYSADULT

WARM LINING

Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-90260      Price XXX

3766 Olive/Cream

266 Black/Creamt

A modern look for sporty women – Norrsken Warm GTX W is a 
feminine winter boot with looks that match its high performance 
in cold and snowy weather. 

This mid-cut boot is made from a nice combination of leather and 
textile that gives a premium look with the durability to last for many 
seasons. For a soft feel and excellent warmth, a faux fur lining 
insulates and is visible on the tongue and cuff. The boot also has 
a warm, waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX membrane, so 
feet stay warm, dry and regulated. The GORE-TEX membrane 
is OEKO-TEX (100) standard and Bluedesign® certified. The fit 
is medium and supportive thanks to a women’s specific last and 
softness in every step comes from an EVA midsole. On snowy and 
slippery days, the rubber outsole with large lugs provides great 
grip and makes Norrsken Warm a perfect all-round choice for the 
winter months.

NORRSKEN WARM 
GTX W

GORE-TEX winter boot with 
faux fur details and high 

comfort in cold and snowy 
weather.

VIKING AW21 ADULT SNOWY DAYS

NEWS



Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-91490      Price XXX

This season when the cold comes, indulge your feet with an insulated 
waterproof boot that combines cozy comfort and functional performance 
into an undeniably modern look.

Stylish suede details adorn the mid-cut upper and provide extra protection and 
strength, but to make sure your feet stay toasty, the upper also features technical 
outdoor materials. Ultra-warm Primaloft insulation, for example, combined with a 
waterproof membrane will ensure comfortable and dry feet. Below, a well-tested 
hiking rubber outsole featuring sturdy lugs provides unparalleled traction, so you’ll 
be able to meet the slippery mud, snow and slush of the cold season head on.

PUFFER WP

277 Black/Charcoal

4259 Dark Natural/Linnen

NYHET!NEWS

VIKING AW21 SNOWY DAYSADULT

WARM LINING

Keep your feet warm, dry and cozy with this puffy 
undeniable modern look for winter days.

VIKING AW21

ADULT SNOWY DAYS



Women      Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-91205      Price XXX
Men            Size range 41-46       Art.no.: 3-91200      Price XXX

Sporty styled with all-round performance in the cold, Rask Spikes BOA GTX 
M & W is an insulated hiking boot that brings a unique level of comfort to 
any trail.

The supportive, mid-high boot with an insulating liner for cold weather is made 
with durable synthetic materials and features step in comfort in the form of a 
Lycra collar. A GORE-TEX membrane is 100% waterproof and breathes well for 
regulated feet – rain, snow or shine. For the dark winter months, Rask Spikes 
BOA GTX M & W has reflective details and laces that provide 360° of visibility. 
A unique lacing system prevents the boots from getting caught on each other 
when walking and Viking’s famous UGC rubber outsole keeps feet securely on 
the ground. Choose Rask Warm for total hiking versatility in the cold.

RASK SPIKES BOA 
GTX M&W

Walk safe on icy roads with this spiked 
outsole, meanwhile your feet are warm 

and comfy. 

VIKING AW21 SNOWY DAYSADULT

WARM LINING

NEWS

Women      Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-91355      Price XXX
Men            Size range 41-47       Art.no.: 3-91350      Price XXX

Day Mid Spikes GTX M & W is an all-round everyday shoe in autumn and 
spring that delivers good grip, high comfort and GORE-TEX protection with 
every step.

The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) standard and Bluesign® certified. 
A durable textile construction stand up to rough wear and the GORE-TEX membrane 
provides total waterproof protection and high breathability. The  high design gives 
ankle support and protection, while an EVA sole cushions every step.  For great 
trail grip, the UGC outsole is made of  rubber with an aggressive lug pattern. When 
you need total versatility combined with comfort in any weather, Day Mid Spikes  
GTX M & W stands ready.

DAY MID SPIKES 
GTX M&W

Safe winter walks in this discrete 
spiked GORE-TEX shoe.

VIKING AW21 ADULT SNOWY DAYS

WARM LINING

278 Black/Pewler



Women      Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-88525      Price XXX 
Men            Size range 41-47       Art.no.: 3-88520      Price XXX

Sporty styled with all-round performance in the cold, Rask warm is an 
insulated hiking boot that brings a unique level of comfort to any trail.

The supportive, mid-high boot with an insulating liner for cold weather is made 
with durable synthetic materials and features step in comfort in the form of a 
Lycra collar. A GORE-TEX membrane is 100% waterproof and breathes well 
for regulated feet – rain, snow or shine. For the dark winter months, Rask has 
reflective details and laces that provide 360° of visibility. A unique lacing system 
prevents the boots from getting caught on each other when walking and Viking’s 
famous UGC rubber outsole keeps feet securely on the ground. Choose Rask 
Warm for total hiking versatility in the cold.

RASK WARM GTX 
M&W
Rask Warm GTX M & W hiking shoe 
for slushy winter days and reflective 
details.

VIKING AW21 SNOWY DAYSADULT

WARM LINING

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 3-90320      Price XXX

The Easy Warm GTX is a supportive and comfortable urban outdoor boot 
built for cold, wet or slushy city streets and light hikes on the trail.

Made from a suede and Ripstop nylon construction with a warm wool blend liner, 
this mid high model keeps feet well protected, insulated and offers good durability. 
For foot comfort, the GORE-TEX membrane guarantees 100 % waterproof 
protection and breathability. Viking’s Nordic last fits most feet well. The EVA 
midsole cushions and supports. Complete with metal eyelets and lace locks for 
easy adjustment, the Easy Warm GTX tackles nasty winter weather and uneven 
surfaces with ease.

EASY WARM GTX
Warm GORE-TEX hiking shoe for 
slushy winter days.

VIKING AW21 ADULT SNOWY DAYS

WARM LINING

277 Black/Charcoal

277 Black/Charcoal



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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EVERYDAY USE
ADULT AUTUMN / WINTER  2021



VIKING AW21VIKING AW21 ADULT EVERYDAY USE

An all-round  GORE-TEX walking shoe, 
both in midcut and low cut for all 
seasons.

Day series is an all-round everyday shoe in autumn and spring that deliverys 
good grip. Availible as low and mid cut.

The mid high design gives good ankle support and protection, while an EVA 
midsole cushions every step. The GORE-TEX membrane is OEKO-TEX (100) 
standard and Bluesign® certified. A durable textile construction stand up to rough 
wear and the GORE-TEX membrane provides total waterproof protection and 
high breathability. The  high design gives ankle support and protection, while an 
EVA sole cushions every step.  For great trail grip, the UGC outsole is made of  
rubber with an aggressive lug pattern. When you need total versatility combined 
with comfort in any weather, Day GTX stands ready.

DAY SERIES

EVERYDAY USEADULT

DAY MID GTX 
M&W

2 Black

Women   Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-90375       Price XXX
Men       Size range 41-47       Art.no.: 3-90370       Price XXX

278 Black/Pewler

DAY GTX
M&W
Women     Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-90365      Price XXX
Men         Size range 41-47       Art.no.: 3-90350      Price XXX



Women      Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 3-90385      Price XXX
Men            Size range 41-47      Art.no.: 3-90380       Price XXX

When support, comfort and value on everyday walks is key, Sporty series 
is a smart choice. 

This all-round walking shoe with athletic details and GORE-TEX membrane is 
made from durable and breathable mesh with strategic reinforcements that act 
like a mudguard. On wet and rainy days, the GORE-TEX membrane provides  
waterproofness, while still allowing the foot to breathe freely. The GORE-TEX 
membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard og Bluedesign® certified. The shoes have 
a medium last that fits most feet well and oval laces that resist coming untied. 
The rubber outsole has unique flex grooves, even on the heel, for a comfortable 
step that supplies excellent grip on both wet and dry surfaces. SPORTY GTX

SPORTY SERIES

277 Black/Charcoal

277 Black/Charcoal

SPORTY MID 
GTX M & W
Sporty Mid GTX W       Art nr 3-91505       Size range 36-42 
Sport Mid GTX M          Art nr 3-91500       Size range 41-47

VIKING AW21 ADULT EVERYDAY USE

NEWS

A GORE-TEX walking shoe with 
great comfort and grip.

EVERYDAY USEADULT



APEX ІІ BOA GTX

The Apex II BOA is a high performance trail running shoe focused on 
delivering low weight, high breathability and total waterproofness. 

An engineered mesh construction gives the foot stability where needed while 
keeping weight to a minimum. The 100 % waterproof and highly breathable 
GORE-TEX membrane ensures foot comfort at any activity level. The GORE-TEX 
membrane is OEKO-TEX 100 standard. For convenience, the new 2-way BOA 
Fit system replaces laces for fast, effortless and precision fit. An EVA midsole 
provides reliable shock absorption and a supportive mid foot stripe helps keep 
the foot in place. When it comes to grip, a broad, high profile rubber outsole gives 
these sleek and colorful runners a secure stride on any terrain.

A high performance all-round GORE-TEX 
shoe for all kind of training and use.

VIKING AW21 ADULT EVERYDAY USE

APEX ІІ BOA 
GTX W

APEX ІІ BOA 
GTX M

Size range: 36-42 
Art.no.: 3-46210

Size range: 41-47 
Art.no.: 3-46200

2 Black

2 Black

EVERYDAY USEADULT



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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HUNTING 
ADULT AUTUMN / WINTER  2021



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITYVIKING AW21 HUNTINGADULT

Size range 36-48       Art.no.: 3-87900      Price XXX

A high, supportive boot made from top quality leather offers total protection 
in rugged terrain. 

The 100% waterproof GORE-TEX membrane keeps feet totally dry and regulated 
even in the wettest and muddiest conditions. The comfortable Nordic last features 
a slightly wider toe box as well as improved heel grip. Eyestay construction 
allow for easy repairs and the ancle-lacelock makes fit adjustment easy. Braided 
nylon cord on the shaft functions as a pull loop and doubles as extra laces in a 
wilderness emergency.

HUNTER DELUXE
GTX

263 Black/Rust

“Top quality leather, 
wider fit, Ultimate Grip 
and integrated extra 

lace in the heel loop.”



Size range 36-48       Art.no.: 3-74450      Price XXX

High, supportive and built to handle it all, the Viking Hunter GTX is a classic 
leather hunting boot that provides outstanding support for long hunting 
trips with the heaviest loads. 

As Viking’s sturdiest boot, it features a stylish and durable leather construction with 
a strong GORE-TEX lining for 100% waterproof protection. Viking Hunter GTX 
offers a roomy last, perfect for hunters with broad feet. The soft bellow tongue 
helps achieve stealth as you hunt and a rubber toecap adds reinforcement. For 
the ultimate grip, the Viking Hunter comes with a UGC® sole made from natural 
rubber, so slick and uneven terrain will not stand in your way.

VIKING HUNTER 
GTX

18 Dark Brown

“Classic leather 
with outstanding 
support for long 
hunting trips.”

VIKING AW21 HUNTINGADULT VIKING AW21 ADULT REF HUNTING LECTIVITY



Size range 36-38      Art.no.: 3-51190      Price XXX

Whether sitting still for hours or tracking through kilometers of backcountry 
wilderness, you can hunt in comfort with our classic, waterproof hunting 
boot now with improved flexibility and durability.

In this model, a supportive upper made of tough yet flexible full-grain leather 
has been equipped with BOA closure system for an unbeatable fit and ease 
of entry and exit. Meanwhile, you can be confident your feet will remain dry 
and comfortable in any weather with a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX 
membrane, and you can count on Viking’s rugged Ultimate Grip Concept to 
keep your feet firmly planted wherever the hunt may take you.

VILLREIN ІІ
BOA GTX

18 Dark Brown 263 Black/Rust

- JEGER magazine

“Impressive boots
with great grip”

VIKING AW21 HUNTINGADULT

VILLREIN 
ІІ CAMO

VILLREIN ІІ 
LEATHER GTX

Size range 36-48 Art.no.:  3-51180

Size range 36-48 Art.no.:  3-51185

8 Brown

1881 Dark brown / camouflage

VIKING AW21 ADULT REF HUNTING LECTIVITY



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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Size range 37-48       Art.no.: 1-46100      Price XXX

Falk Neo is a versatile hybrid boot for hunters and herdsmen, and was rated 
“Best Allrounder” in the Norwegian magazine Villmarksliv in May 2019.

This boot offers ultimate performance on muddy trails and rugged terrain. Falk 
Neo is made with a Light Weight Rubber (LWR) shell with three-layers in the foot 
area, a steel shank and toe cap for stability and durability. The shaft and lining has 
5 mm neoprene, which is lightweight, flexible, waterproof and warm. A molded 
EVA inlay sole with cushioning in the heel makes long walks comfortable and 
the insole is removable for easy drying. Falk Neo comes equipped with Viking’s 
unique UGC® sole, a rugged outer sole with multidirectional lugs, even in the 
sole arch area, for perfect grip in the outdoors. Falk Neo excels in the mountains, 
fields and forests all day long. 

FALK NEO

4 Green

*Villmarksliv magazine (Nr 5, 2019)

“Best Allrounder!
Great Comfort in the 

shaft, outsole, weight”

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT



Size range 36-48     Art.no.: 1-49450      Price XXX

“Once again, Trophy 4.0 was voted Best In Test, this time in the Norwegian 
magazine Villmarksliv, May 2019. We have tested this earlier, with great 
success. We struggle to find other models that can provide the same total 
package regarding tough use, hiking and hunting says John Arne Tungen 
from Villmarksliv.”

Trophy has been recommended as Best Buy by Villmarksliv as far back as 2010 
and is still the best. There are layers of rubber for stability and durability in the foot 
area. With its high leg, this boot is designed for the most demanding users like 
hunters and herdsmen who are out in the mountains all day. Trophy is equipped 
with Vikings unique UGC® sole, a rugged outer sole with multidirectional lugs, 
even in the sole arch area, for perfect grip in the outdoors. The boot is equipped 
with an adjustable gusset at the leg for individual fitting. Trophy has a low density 
rubber compound which gives much lighter boots without compromising durability 
or stability. There is hard wearing and quick drying polyester lining in the shaft.A 
moulded EVA inlay sole with cushioning in the heel makes it comfortable for long 
walks. The inlay sole is removable for easy drying.

TROPHY 4.0

4 G
reen

*Villmarksliv magazine (Nr 5, 2019)

“Best In Test!
Solid, fit, outsole

& support”

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-49455      Price XXX

Viking’s best-selling rubber-hunting boot, Trophy V Camo takes stealth to 
the next level with an optimized camouflage pattern.

Trophy V Camo is made from Light Weight Rubber (LWR) with three layers in the 
foot area, a steel shank and a toecap for stability and durability. An adjustable 
gusset on the leg makes for individual fitting. Durable and quick-drying polyester 
lining in the shaft/leg and canvas in the toe area provides extra stability.  A molded 
EVA inlay sole with cushioning in the heel makes long walks comfortable and the 
insole is removable for easy drying. Trophy Camo comes equipped with Viking’s 
rugged UGC® sole for perfect grip and camouflage print for the most demanding 
hunters in the roughest terrain

TROPHY V CAMO

85
0 

B
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w
n/

m
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Same support, fit and outsole as 
our best in test Trophy but with 

camo print

GREEN RUBBERVIKING AW21 ADULT



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

New lightweight and packable hunting 
rubber boot with natural rubber.

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

Size range 37-47       Art.no.: 1-60810      Price XXX

When the chances are your hunt will take you deep into wet and wild 
backcountry, you’ll be happy you brought this lightweight and packable 
hunting rubber boot.

Like all Viking rubber boots, it is 100% waterproof, handmade from soft and flexible 
natural rubber. It also features a molded insole and supportive fit that still slips 
on easy thanks to a smooth, quick-drying inner lining. Yet what makes it unique 
is that the shaft is made using Viking’s Light Weight Rubber, which is both light 
and collapsible. This, in combination with a hangable loop, makes the boot very 
easy to pack along. Finally, a cushioning, ultralight EVA midsole and aggressive 
Ultimate Grip Concept rubber sole provide both comfort and confidence when 
every step counts.

ELK HUNTER LIGHT

402 Greeen / black

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT



Size range 36-42       Art.no.: 1-37600     Price XXX

4 Green

For the forest, countryside or city, Rype is a premium riding styled hunting 
boot for women with a classic look and modern construction.

On the top of the shaft is has exclusive leather detailing, topped off with a waterproof 
binding. For arch support and cushioning the textile insole is ergonomic and is 
also removable for easy drying. The sturdy sole is made in Light Weight Rubber 
(LWR) and has great traction. Rype is an exclusive partner that will stand up to 
long days in wet terrain without compromising style or comfort.

RYPE

Classic country style 
look in this high 

quality rubber boot.

VIKING AW21 ADULT

Slagbjørn 4.0    Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-49600      Price XXX

Designed in the 60s and still going strong, the Slagbjørn 4.0 is an updated 
version of this versatile classic boot built for taking on wet and muddy 
terrain whether hunting, fishing or walking in the forest.

The entire boot is made from Natural Rubber, which is flexible, durable and 
waterproof. It features a lightweight, quick-drying polyester lining with canvas in 
the toe area for better stability. A normal last fits most feet well, the ergonomic 
insole is quick-drying for convenience and laces on the front add some style. 
A non-marking, high traction sole together with a modern hunting color combo 
completes this timeless and beloved rubber boot.

SLAGBJØRN 4.0

4 Green

Art.no.: 1-28000

Slagbjørn jr.
Size range 30-39

Classic rubber boot for the 
whole family, style from the 

60s made from Natural Rubber.

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULTGREEN RUBBER



Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-47400      Price XXX

Terrain II is a mid cut style so as to be quick to get on and off. The waterproof 
nylon cuff is adjustable with the speed locker at the back so as not to get 
caught in the undergrowth.

The outsole is based on Viking’s unique Ultimate Grip Concept® outsole for 
excellent grip in rough terrain. This outsole is made with Light Weight Rubber to 
reduce the weight of the entire boot. The boot is made of natural rubber which is 
elastic, resistant and waterproof. The sole is non-marking and the inner sole is 
removable for easy drying. It is lined with soft lightweight quick drying polyester 
lining for light weight, and stiffer canvas in the toe area for better stability. Reflective 
tape at the top of the shaft for night time safety.

TERRAIN ІІ

4 Green

A midcut rubber boot 
with an adjustable 

nylon cuff.

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

Touring III is a half-length classic rubber boot for outdoor enthusiasts who 
need reliable waterproof protection on short hikes or the game trail. 

This popular model features a rubberized canvas cuff with a strap to adjust the 
top leg fitting, and a reflective strip for illumination in the dark. The entire boot 
is made from Natural Rubber, which is elastic, durable and waterproof.  The fit 
is normal, which provides most feet with high comfort on difficult terrain. It is 
lined with a quick drying polyester lining and canvas in the toe area for better 
stability. The sole grips well on wet surfaces and is non-marking, while the insole 
is removable for easy drying. A perfect match for hunting or hiking, Touring III is 
a favorite boot for many.

TOURING ІІІ

4 Green2 Black

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-47500      Price XXX

A half length rubber boot for 
hikes or game trails.

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX250

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-49500      Price XXX Size range 35-48       Art.no.: 1-49740      Price XXX

From the garden to the town, the Balder 2.0 is a modern styled, unisex 
rubber boot that is built to go anywhere. The entire boot is made of natural 
rubber, which is elastic, wear resistant and waterproof.

A textured toecap increases foot protection. It has a quick drying polyester lining. 
A removable insole makes for quick drying and cushions every step. Reflective 
tape at the top of the shaft and around the sole illuminates for nighttime safety. 
The unique sole is non-marking and  features plenty of multi directional lugs for 
the best grip on wet pavement or in the mud. Wherever it is raining and whatever 
the activity, the Balder is a boot that really performs.

BALDER 2.0

250 Black/multi

Kunto is an extra high work boot for strenuous work, like farming and 
fishing. The rubberized canvas cuff comes with a strap for adjusting the leg.

The whole boot has lining with canvas for extra stability and abrasion resistance. 
The fit is normal to slim for comfortable all day use.  The entire boot is handmade of 
natural rubber, which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. The sole is non-marking 
and the inner sole is removable for easy drying.

KUNTO 

2 Black

A classic rubber 
boot, easy to get 
in to when you 
have a higher 

step in.

Extra high rubber 
boot with a strap for 

adjusting the leg.

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT



Full Klaff is a Norwegian word that means jackpot. You have really hit the 
jackpot with this rubber boot since it is a popular all-round boot for an 
active lifestyle.

The entire boot is made of natural rubber, which is elastic, resistant and waterproof. 
The lining is with lightweight quick drying polyester lining. The fitting is normal to 
slim, which means slim in the leg and in the toe area but wider in the heel cup. 
With a slight heel, it still has a good non-slip lug pattern.

FULL KLAFF

4 Green

Size range 28-47       Art.no.: 1-2319      Price XXX

Classic rubber 
boot made of 

natural rubber.

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

Size range 39-52       Art.no.: 1-47750      Price XXX

Size range 39-52       Art.no.: 1-47700      Price XXX

A favorite new tool for farmers, Hedmark is an acid resistant work boot for 
demanding conditions and everyday use. 

With a half-length shaft and a special sole that is mud resistant, the boot is made 
from an extra resistant rubber blend that withstands rough use around the farm. 
It has a smooth, polyester lining which makes the boots easy to get on and off 
as well as an ergonomic footbed that is removable for easy drying. A wide last 
gives room for layering with extra socks.  The rubber sole provides good traction 
in all conditions around the workplace. Hedmark is a comfortable boot that is 
particularly suited for tough environments.

HEDMARK

Oppland is a comfortable, yet tough work boot that provides reliable 
waterproof protection in cold and wet conditions.

This mid-cut rubber boot model has been developed for those working long 
hours in cold conditions on the farm. It is made from Viking’s most durable 
rubber blend, which is also acid resistant. The boots come with a warm, 3/7 
wool and polyester lining that traps warm air for comfort on cold days and also 
helps wick moisture away from the feet.  A specially developed, wide last allows 
for extra socks during severe conditions. The non-marking sole is resistant 
to mud and provides good traction in all conditions around the workplace. 

OPPLAND

8 Brown

8 Brown

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT



Size range 36-46       Art.no.: 1-41200      Price XXX

As any outdoor enthusiast who doesn’t stick to the trails knows, nothing 
keeps the moisture out quite like a rubber boot.

With Viking Neo’s insulating lining, you can now extend the rubber boot season, 
keeping your feet both dry and warm even when the weather gets cold. A high shaft 
equipped with an adjustable buckle provides solid protection from the elements, 
while on the inside a neoprene lining and extra roomy last provides warmth from 
your toes to your calves. To ensure sturdy footing, the midsole is fitted with a 
steelshank, and a rubber outsole sporting large lugs will give you the traction you 
need, no matter what the surface or temperature conditions.

VIKING NEO

4 Green

A rubber boot with full 
neoprene lining and wide fit, 
helps to keep the toes warm. 

NYHET!NEWS

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

Size range 40-46       Art.no.: 1-41205      Price XXX

As any outdoor enthusiast who doesn’t stick to the trails knows, nothing 
keeps the moisture out quite like a rubber boot. 

With Viking Grab NEO’s insulating lining, you can now keep your feet both dry and 
warm when the weather gets cold. The ¾ length shaft is also fitted with a smart 
pull handle which, together with a heelspore, makes for quick ons and offs. On 
the inside, an extra roomy last provides space for thicker socks and wiggle room 
for the toes, while the neoprene lining ensures feet and legs stay warm from top 
to bottom. To ensure sturdy footing below, the midsole is fitted with a steelshank, 
and a rubber outsole sporting large lugs will give you the traction you need, no 
matter what the surface or temperature conditions.

VIKING GRAB NEO

2 Black

Easy on/off rubber boot with full 
neoprene lining and comfy fit.

NYHET!NEWS

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT



Size range 36-47       Art.no.: 1-47650      Price XXX

Slagbjørn Vinter brings classic style and function to cold, snowy and wet days.

A winter version of the popular Slagbjorn, the entire boot is made from Natural 
Rubber, which is flexible, durable and waterproof. For keeping feet warm on cool 
days, the boot is lined with a high-loft polyester fleece that is quick-drying. A normal 
last fits most feet well, while the ergonomic insole is removable for convenience. 
To keep snow, debris and the cold on the outside, there is a Cordura shaft top 
with laces that can be tightened. Underneath, a non-marking, high traction sole 
tackles winter conditions with ease. Vikings modern green color combo completes 
this warm-lined version of a timeless classic.

SLAGBJORN 
VINTER

4 Green

Classic Warm lined rubber boot for 
winter season, style from the 60s 
made from Natural Rubber.

VIKING AW21 ADULT GREEN RUBBER

WARM LINING

Size range 30-48       Art.no.: 1-46600      Price XXX Size range 30-48       Art.no.:1-45050     Price XXX

Kunto Mid Vinter is a mid-cut boot for strenuous work, like farming and 
fishing.

The rubberized canvas cuff comes with a strap for preventing mud and water from 
entering. The whole boot has a warm lining for extra insulation for cold days. The 
fit is normal to slim for comfortable all day use. The entire boot is made of natural 
rubber which is elastic, resistant and entirely waterproof. The sole is non-marking 
and the inner sole is removable for easy drying. Fit: Narrow shaft and foot, extra 
wide around the ankle.

For cold temperatures in the start of autumn, Balder Vinter is a modern 
styled, unisex rubber boot that boosts foot warmth. 

The entire boot is made of natural rubber, which is elastic, wear resistant and 
waterproof. A textured toecap increases foot protection. It has a warm, insulated 
liner and a removable insole, which dry quickly and offer good stability. Reflective 
tape at the top of the shaft and around the sole illuminates for nighttime safety, while 
a snow lock keeps out debris and frosty surprises. The unique sole is non-marking 
and features plenty of multi directional lugs for the best grip on wet pavement or 
in the mud. Wherever it is cold and whatever the activity, the Balder Vinter is a 
boot that really performs. Fit: Narrow shaft and foot, extra wide around the ankle.

KUNTO MID 
VINTER

BALDER VINTER

2 Black
2 Black

Midcut winter 
rubber boot with 

an adjustable nylon 
cuff.

A warm lined winter 
rubber boot, easy to get 
in to when you have a 

higher step in.

VIKING AW21 GREEN RUBBERADULT
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WARM LINING



SYMBOL
EXPLANATION

The product is best in test The product contains 
reflective elements

The shoe/boot can be 
machine washed

Insole from highly insulating 
thinsulate that boosts more 
warmth

The rubber boot is delivered in 
a shoe box The product is water proof

The shoe / boot is handmade The product comes with 
a cleaning sponge

The product has a
wool blend lining

Made in Europe

The product is
never out of stock

The product comes with 
an extra pair of laces

The product contains YKK zipper

The product comes with 
a shoe bag

The product has material with more 
than 60% recycled rubber or fabrics.

Upper on this product is made of 
leather or have leather details

Upper on this boot is 
made of textile

The product has a narrow fit
The shoe / boot is defined as vegan in our 
assortment. It has never been tested on 
animals and don’t contain animal ingredients

Contains a breathable membrane 
for comfortable climate control

The product is
saltwater resistent The product is water repellent

The product must be 
hand washed

Spikes for easy grip on ice 
and slippery surfaces The product has a wide fit

Image picture will be available of 
this product

Gives more stability to the user 
compared to similar styles

The shoe / boot is lightweight 
compared to similar footwear Gives good traction

The product is totally PVC FREE

This product has warm lining

The product has warm lining



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

WORLD FAMOUS 
MEMBRANE!
Waterproof.
Some things just work without you noticing. When your feet are 
working at full capacity, sweating, splashing through water and 
struggling through mud, and you’re still dry and comfortable 
then there’s a good chance that you’re wearing GORE-TEX 
footwear. But you don’t notice, it just works!

GORE-TEX is known throughout the world for its excellent 
waterproof and breathable properties and was discovered almost 
by accident in 1978. GORE-TEX is one of the wonders of the 
20th century and remains W.L.Gore’s most successful invention.

Viking was one of the first manufacturers of shoes and boots to 
put the now famous GORE-TEX technology to use. We have 
used it in our models since 1992.
The Norwegian climate, with wet conditions and temperatures 
varying from freezing cold to rather warm, calls for a waterproof 

and breathable fabric. GORE-TEX is just that fabric. The 
membrane basically works like the human skin: it lets moisture 
out and repels water. This means feet stay dry and warm, even 
in the toughest conditions.

GORE-TEX is also windproof. All in all, this makes GORE-
TEX shoes and boots a necessity when walking in demanding 
conditions. Dry and comfortable feet are guaranteed.

GORE-TEX MEMBRANE

OUTER MATERIAL

PROTECTIVE LAYER

INNER LINING

ABSORBING LAYER



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

AGILITY AND SPEED 
The BOA® Fit System enables faster, more powerful 
directional changes through a seamless connection 
bejunior equipment and body. 

POWER AND PRECISION
Power without compromising precision, the BOA® Fit 
System delivers more explosive action and unparalleled 
accuracy. 

BOA® Fit System
ENDURANCE AND HEALTH
Go further, faster, and stronger. The BOA® Fit System 
saves energy by improving circulation and efficiency. 

DURABILITY AND QUALITY
Engineered with high quality, durable materials, 
and rigorously field tested, the BOA® Fit System is 
guaranteed to perform in any environment.

OUR BOA®

FIT SYSTEMS
Viking utilizes the low power rear-mount and the low power 
eyestay-mount systems for our low-cut models. They’re built 
for sporty shoes such as trail walkers, trail runners and shoes 
for any kind of highly aerobic activity or leisure activity. In  
addition we have a slightly more robust system for our medium 
shaft BOA® equipped models.

GLOVE-LIKE FIT
with even closure and no pressure points.

MICRO-ADJUSTABILITY:
infinite degrees of fine tuning.

ON-THE-FLY ADJUSTMENT
with a quick turn of the wheel.

LIGHTWEIGHT:
BOA® closures shed water, mud and ice.

FAST:
BOA® is quick to take on and off and saves time.

DURABLE:
BOA® laces are stronger per gram than tank armor.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY REFLECTIVITY

177176

SUEDE
Suede is made from the inner part of a hide. 
Suede has a napped finish that creates a textured 
layer and a more refined look. It is thinner than  
regular leather, so it is softer and lighter, and takes  
color well.

WORLD CLASS 
LEATHER
Nothing beats leather when it comes to creating 
breathability and waterproofness. Leather comes in 
several thicknesses and tannings and is processed 
to serve the needs of many types of products, 
footwear included. We use it for its unique qualities: 
it breathes, keeps water out, and protects the feet. It 
also happens to be a great material for making shoes, 
as it is durable and flexible.

Choosing the right leather is a skill of its own. We 
use only top quality full grain leather, suede or 
nubuck leather.

FULL GRAIN 
LEATHER
Full grain leather is the highest quality there is. It has 
not been buffed or sanded, and often bears marks 
from the cattle it came from. Over time it will develop 
a natural patina and a genuine look. 

NUBUCK
LEATHER
Nubuck leather is top-grain leather that has been 
sanded or buffed on the outside to create a vel-
vet-like surface of short protein fibers from the skin. 
It is durable and very resistant to scratch marks.



Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX
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VIBRAM

PRODUCTION PLACE

MOULD SIZE AVAILABLE: 
EU 34.5  35.5  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47

COMPOUND (SUGGESTED)
GRIP TRACTION BRAKING STABILITY CUSHIONING SELF-CLEANING

RGS HIKER
PRODUCTION PLACE

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY
BEST FOR

1

2

High profile lugs for TRACTION ON UNSTABLE AND HEAVY GROUND 

PU midsole for durable SHOCK ABSORBING and COMFORT

Flexion lines to improve NATURAL ROLLING and COMFORT  

1
2

3

213C

3

Vibram® Rollingait 
System:
. Less energy consumption
. Less muscle fatigue
. More endurance

. Unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces

. Superior grip with rugged longevity

. Optimal balance of stability and flexibility 
  for ground adaptation

MOULD SIZE AVAILABLE: 
EU  34.5 - 36 - 37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 41 - 42 - 43 ‐ 44 - 45 - 47

COMPOUND (SUGGESTED)

3

GRIP TRACTION BRAKING STABILITY CUSHIONING SELF-CLEANING

. Unparalleled grip on wet and dry surfaces

. Superior grip with rugged longevity

. Optimal balance of stability and flexibility 
  for ground adaptation

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

CITY ROCKER
S1944

PRODUCTION PLACE

BEST FOR

2

1

1

2

3

Pivot zone to ease 360° MOTION and QUICK LATERAL MOVEMENTS

Vibram S-LINE DESIGN, reflects and compliments NATURAL FOOT MOVEMENT

Self cleaning open design for TRACTION and SAFETY

4 Cushioning EVA midsole for SHOCK ABSORBTION and COMFORT

5 Forced asymmetry between rubber bottom gauge and last bottom gaude to empower stability during the activity/ 
Asymmetrical heel to guide the touch down

4

5



PrimaLoft® is a registered trademark of PrimaLoft, Inc. ©2017 PrimaLoft, Inc. 
V7/07.17

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation (Needled) - 90% PCR offers best-in-class insulation designed for repeated 
compression and durability over time. Featuring 90% post-consumer recycled fibers made from plastic 
bottles, our unique low-bulk construction maintains thickness and continues to trap body heat even 
under compression. By doing so, this keeps the wearer 38% warmer in dry conditions and 2X warmer 
when wet than competitive insulation. As a result, PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation (Needled) - 90% PCR is 
the go-to choice for the ultimate performance in footwear and gloves built for all conditions.

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation (Needled) - 90% PCR
Item #I-1006  
I-1006F for footwear applications 
I-1006G for glove applications

PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation (Needled) - 90% PCR keeps you dry, warm and comfortable and is designed for superior durability over time. While most 
insulation is thermally stabilized two-ways against compression, PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation (Needled) - 90% PCR  uses 3D stabilization that retains 
warmth because of its unmatched ability to maintain loft – keeping you 38% warmer than competitive insulations. Staying dry is not always an 
option, so PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation (Needled) - 90% PCR  couples a permanent water repellent treatment with high-density construction that 
insulates 2X better than other footwear insulations when wet, offers excellent moisture management, and dries faster than the competition.

Technical Description 

INSULATION

Warmth 
without 

Bulk

Water  
Resistant

Breathable DurableLightweight Recycled
Content

Footwear Applications 
Item # I-1006F

oz/ sq yd gr/sqm yards meters in. cm in. cm m² · c/W h·ft²·F/Btu m² · c/W h·ft²·F/Btu in. cm
layers

included

3.0 100 55 50 60 152 0.14 0.35 0.035 0.20 0.016 0.09 N/A N/A N/A

6.0 200 55 50 60 152 0.20 0.50 0.050 0.28 0.023 0.13 N/A N/A N/A

12.0 400 27 25 60 152 0.30 0.76 0.075 0.42 0.035 0.20 N/A N/A N/A

18.0 600 27 25 60 152 0.47 1.19 0.110 0.62 0.050 0.28 N/A N/A N/A

WEIGHT ROLL LENGTH ROLL WIDTH THICKNESS WARMTH DRY WARMTH WET QUILTING 
RECOMMENDATION SCRIM

Glove Applications  
Item # I-1006G

oz/ sq yd gr/sqm yards meters in. cm in. cm m² · c/W h·ft²·F/Btu m² · c/W h·ft²·F/Btu in. cm
layers

included

1.8 60 55 50 60 152 0.12 0.30 0.071 0.40 0.028 0.16 N/A N/A N/A

2.4 80 55 50 60 152 0.16 0.40 0.095 0.54 0.037 0.21 N/A N/A N/A

3.0 100 55 50 60 152 0.20 0.50 0.118 0.67 0.047 0.27 N/A N/A N/A

4.0 133 55 50 60 152 0.24 0.60 0.155 0.88 0.062 0.35 N/A N/A N/A

WEIGHT ROLL LENGTH ROLL WIDTH THICKNESS WARMTH DRY WARMTH WET QUILTING 
RECOMMENDATION SCRIM

Tested according to Satra 146:1996.

bluesign® approved out of Nantong City and Yuyao City, China 

PrimaLoft® Item #H-1006

Dimesions Overall: 100mm x 80mm Dimesions Finished: 50mm x 80mm
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Size range 21-35       Art.no.: 1-13200      Price XXX

VIKING AW21 KIDS REFLECTIVITY


